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SUMMARY

The funclamental ain of the investigation describecl in

this disseTlation was to formulate a reliable method for

analysing box beams curved in plan.

Just as a straight box bean can be considered as an

assenbl.y of rigicl1y connected folded plate elements, so a

curved box beam can be considered as an assernbly of rigidly

connected f old-ed stre11 elenents. Based on classical thin shell

elasticity equations for the various folded she11 elements, a

combined stiffness and flexibility matrix nethod is derived for

the solution of loaded continuous box beams having constant

curvatures in plan, non-varying cross sectj.ons, and sirnple

supports at the extrem.e ends. The effects of arry interior

transverse stiffening diaphragns are included in the analysis,

which utilizes Fc¡urier series expansions in the circumferential

direction. Since a computer is essential to perform the

extremely large number qf calcula.tion steps involved, a general

prograrn has been written which is capable of analysing a wide

variety of curved box beams subjected to most common load con-

figurations.

In order to checlc experimentally the accuracy of the

folded shel1 theoretical predictions, several static load tests

weïe condgcted on two inrlependent models. T'he deflections and

strai.ns recorclecl from all tests confirmed the validity of the

analys i s .
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1 INTRODUCT ION

The construction of curved bridges has become much more

frequent in recent years because of the need to conform to

modern complex roadway alignments. Since approximately 1940,

curved box beams have been recognised as erninently suitable for

highr*ay overpasses, due to thej-r excellent appearance and re-

sistance to torsional 1oads.

Al.though rnany curved box beani brì-dges have been designed

and constructed during the last 30 years, most of the analytical

methods currently avaLl.able do not adequa-te1y descrjbe their t::ue

structural behaviour. A search through the available literature

indicates that the influence of such complex structural effects

as shear lag, distortjon of the cross section, Testraint of longi-

tuclinal (axia1) warping, and secondary shear clefornat j.on can be

of vital irnportance in determining the actual stress distribution

within a loaded box beam. Consequently, many engineers are

beginning to question the applicabiTtty of simple bending and

torsion theory as a basis for clesign.

Throughout the wor1d, much research is currerrtly being

devoted to the development of ana1-ytical ntethocls capable of pre-

dicting the true behaviour of cuïved box beams. In this thesis,

the results of a research prograilmre conducted at the University

of Adelaide are presented.
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Z. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.t Introduction

The analysis of curved beams has attracted consíder-

able attention since the first r¡ork was completed by SAINT-

VENANT(1)* in 1843. Since that time, a large volume of litera-

ture has been published. Fortunately, in 1969, ltlcMANUS, NASIR,

and CULVER(2) presente<l a tstate of the Artr review of the

developments regarding hori zont,ally curved girders. Brief

comments lfere made on Telative costs, aesthetics, methods of

analysis and clesign, expeTinental work, current worl<, and future

needs. A comprehensive bibliography of ?02 references was

included covering the period from 1843 to 1968. This extensive

list indicated that an :ver-increasing anount of research rvas

being applied to curvecl box beams treated as members of the 'thin-

walled' class of structures. Further evidence of the interest

in box beam behavj-our was provided in Lg70 by IvIAISEL(3), who

presented a.n excellent review of 299 comparatively rnoderlì refer-

ences dealing with the analysis and design of both straight and

curved thin-wal1ed beams, with special emphasis on box sections.

Every papeï or article about curved bearns written since the

tine of Saint-Venant could be consiclered to apply, ãt least in a

general wâI, to the particular case of a curved box beam.

However, it is now generally known that the complete response of

n 
Nlr,nbers in brackets ref er to ref erences in the bibliography.
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a curved box beam is not adequately predicted by the traditional

nethocl of analysis, namely, a conbination of simple bending

theory and Saint-Venant torsional theory. The additional struc-

tural actions r,¡hich occur are briefly listed belorv for future

reference. In a real structure, the effects are intirnately

related, and so any rnethod of analysis which treats them as

independent must be approxirnate to some extent. Their relative

significance is largely deterniined by the overall pr:oportions of

the box beam.

Distortion of the cl:oss section

Displacements in the plane of the cross section cause

changes in cross secti onal shape.

1{arp ing of the cross section

IVarping corresponds to out-of'p1ane displacements of

points on the cïoss section. It is assumed in the Saint-Venant

theory of torsion that every cïoss section along the beam warps

by the same amount, that the applied torque is uniform along the

beam, that each cross section rotates without distortion, and

that there is zeTo resistance to the warping di-splacements ' If

these conclj-tions are violated, a more complex theory should be

used. The principal effect of warping restraint is to induce

axi-al stresses in the beam wa11s.

Sheal La

Shear defoi:nati.on causes a rerlistribut'ion of the

axial bending stresses.
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Torsional Tesponse of compound sections

A cornpound box beam is a beam rvhose cross section

conprises arry combination of closed ce1ls, cantilever flanges

attached to closed ce11s, and deck slabs connecting adj acent

closecJ cells. When such a beant is subjected to torsional 1oads,

tlrose portions of the cross section which do not forn patt of a

closed ce11 should be considered when assessing the stiffness

pïoperties of the beam, as their contribution to the overall tor-

sional response rnay be significant.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of box girders is their

comparatively high torsional resistance. Although various solu-

tions to the problem of torsíon in box girders have been pro-

posed(5), unfortunately"f-or design engineers the influence of the

structural actions listed above considerably complicates any

theoretical estinate of the true stresses rvithin the structure.

Analytical nethods are usually based on one of the following

tlrree sets of assumptíorr, (4) , which aTe listed in orcler of in-

creasing calculation complexity.

(a) The cïoss section. is undistorted, and only the

pure shear stresses which result from Saint-

Venant torsional analysis are considered

(b) The cïoss section is undistorted, and the acldi-

tional influence of warping restraint is

cons idered

(c) The cross section is distorted, and this effect

is also included in the torsional- analysi-s
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These three assumptions fo:rn a useful basis for classifying

literature on the analysis of thin-wa11ed beams.

The following brief survey concerns available publish-

ed infornation on elastic methods for the analysis and design of

statically loadecl curved box beans. For a cornprehensive general

discussion of I iterature on the analysis of both str:aight and

curved box beams, the torsional properties of thin-wal1ed cross

sections, and the relative importance of the listed box beam

structural actions, the valuable review by Maisel(3) is again

re conìmende d .

2.2 Saint-Venant Torsional Analysis

For well over 100 years, siniple Saint-Venant Torsional

analysis (5) has been th: 
-ttandarcl 

nethod for analysing curved

beams with any cross sectional shape. Consequently many hundreds

of references could be irrcluded in this section, for in order to

apply the theo::y to the patticular case of a curved box beam,

it is necessary to obtain only the appropriate cross sectional

properties and then substitute them into the general equations.

(BECFIERT(6), for example, coûsidered the analysis of a single-

span curved box beam and gave nunerical results). Only a few

comparatively inodern references are selected for discussion here.

Since each is based on the same well-established theory, there is

Very 1ittle inter-dependence. Consequently, Iêferences are

grouped to illustrate various applications of the theory, rather

than to group them in stri ct chronological order '
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Fixed-ended beans

An approxirnate solution for cantilevers curved in

plan was given by I4ELLOR and JOHNSON(7). The load was applied

to the free end of the beam, and the solution was obtained by

applying Castigliano's theoreln upon consideration of the strain

energy induced by conbined bending and torsion. Deflections

r{ere then evaluated afte'r assuming that the ratio of bending

stif f n.ess to torsional stíf fness r^/as equal to unity.

For the nore conplex case of horizontal beans cur:ved

circul arly i-n plan and having built-in encls, I,IOORN4AN and fRfg(8)

derived inf luence lines f or shear forces, bending nomertts, a-nd

twisting nronents. ABBASSI 
(9) analysecl a syrnrnetrical bow gircler

which lvas built-in at both enc1s, but not necessarily curved in

p1an. Exact and approximate forntulae weïe given. This

analysis was formulated in terrns of the angle between the tangent

at any point on the girder, ancl the tangent at the niddle point.

0n1y unifor:m loads and a pair of equal concentrated loads placed

symmetrically about the middle point were considered. l,ater, in

a lrighly theoretical papeï (10) , the sane writer inl,es tigateð, the

stresses in a beam whose centre-line was an arbitrary plane

curve. Equatj-ons of equilibrium ancl compatability lvere d-erived

in their general form by using complex variables and orthogonal

curvilinear coordinates, and their application was illustrated by

examples. By starting with an analysis which was sinilar to that

of Mel1or and Johnson f or curved cantil"',r"t, (7) , STAMPF 
(11)

ernployed thc prirrcipJ-e of sLlperpo.sit.ion l:o analyse hor:izontal
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circularly curved beams with fixed ends and subjected to both

general loading and longitudinally synmetrical loading. Longi-

tuclinal prestressing was also briefly discussed. TERRINGTON(12)

gave an initial discussion of both Saint-Venant torsion and

warping torsion. However, f or closed box sectiotts of colnmercial

proportions, he suggested that the shear centre should be first

located, and then the shear stresses resulting from only Saint-

Venant torsion need be calculated. i,ttarping torsional stresses

were assurned to be secondary and negligible. Results for a

circular arc girder buí1t-in at both ends and subjected to ej-ther

a concentrated 1oar1 or a uniformly distributed load IVere displayed

in,graphical form. Further detailed workings for a series of

exanples, inclucling rnulticell box sections, lvere later gì.rren in a

supptement ary paper (13) : -

Sing 1e - span beams rvith various end conditi ons

For analysing arry arbitrary planar curved member with

varying cross sectj-on, DONALD and GODDEN(14) suggested a numer-

ical foru¿ard integration technique. By approxirnating the bean

as a se::ies of short chords , aîY applied loading was reduced to

an equi-valeut nodal point load systen. All chords were assumed

rigid, and overall beam flexibility rvas assumed to be concentrated

at the nodes. lr{oments and def lections at these points were

obtainecl. The concept of approximating a beam with continually

varying curvature or cross section by a large number of connected

short segments has also been usecl by other writers. Two such
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examples in rr¡hich the flexibility matrix nethod was applied to

curved beam probl.ems have been given by REDDY and TUUR(IS) ancl

by YOUNG(16). Reddy and Tuma considered a planar arbitrarily

curvecl bar of variable section, and suggested that numerj-cal

nethods such as elemental or segmental flexibilities should be

used(17,18). For the familiar case of a circularly curvecl bar

with uniform cross section, flexibility coefficients were calcu-

1atec1 by clirect integration. Young briefly treated the general

problem of a bearn curvecl in three dimensions by using a discrete

nod,al 1.epTesentation. cross sectional properties v\IeIe assunecl

to vary along the axis . It was realis ed that a thlee - dir¡ens iona-l

curved bean hacl 1itt1e practical application, and so the solution

was developed in detail- for the particular case of planar culved

bearns

The effects of prestressing curved bea-ms vlere thor-

oughly discussed in a papeï by MENN(19). However, a sinpre

analysis of prestressed beams curved in plan and having torsional

restraint at the supports has recently been outlined by GARRETT

and COCHRAINE(20). They sta.ted that- the torsional moments

induced by prestress cables placed symmetrically about the ve1 -

tical axis of the cross section were dependent only upon the

support bending montents which could be calculated in most cases

by using the ,equivalent' straight beam approximation* - Condi-

tions of concorclancy for curved- prestressed beams were prescribe'

tions made ìry
e designed as

One of the lnosi. colnmon assum
is that a curved member can

straight ttrentb "t(2t '22 '23) ,

* p
b

desi gn engi neer:s
an tequi-valettt I
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Continuous beans

Before the developnent of electronic cotnputers,

rnoment distribution rvas often used to analyse complex curved

beam problems. From the expression for total strain energy due

to conbined bending and torsion of a circularly curved beam with

constant cïoss section, VELUTIN I(24) usecl Castigl.iano's theorem

to derive expressions for the necessary stiffness and carry-over

factors. A calculation procedure fol continuous beants r{as then

clescribed in which support bending noments wer'e kept separate

from support torsional moments. This sane moment distributj.on

technique is sti11 used by nodern designers to analyse continuotts

curved beams. It is by no nìeans obsolete.

The concept _gt an influence line is very useful in

the design of continuous bea-n structures. One paper which details

these calculations for circul arl_y curved girders i,/as presented by

IìICKEL(25). He used a flexibi1lty method to derive influence

lines for bending mornents, twisting moments, and shear forces in

the cases of l¡oth simply supported and continuous girders.

Ef f ects of vari abl.e mornents of inertia and elasticity of the tor-

sional supports were discussed.

Several papers have been published on the general

analysis of continuous beams curved i-rl p1an., and a few of these

merit special mention. COURBON(26) derived a three-moment

equation for continuous planar beants curved circularJ.y in plan

and loadecl normal to the p.l ane of the central f ibre. F'or curvecl

spans rn'ìrich had snal1 su-btcnclecl angles, 'he calculatecl the errors
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associatecl with the 'equivalentr straight bearn approxirta-tion.

In a final section of the paper, the theory was extencled to

bridges wi.th variable curvature. BRETTHAUER and NOETZOLDQT)

investigatecl continuous curved beans in which each span was of

cons tant curvature, and torsion supports could be specified as

either fixed oT elastic. sjmilar structures wele analysed by

STAIVIPF 
(28) . The curve v/as again approximated by a series of

circular arcs v¡ith colinear radi i at the connection points, and

external elastic constraints occurred at the beam ends and at

aTry internediate supports, Loads appl-ied to the structure \'Ùere

either torsional moments, oI forces norrnal to the plane of

curvature. Governiirg equations were derived fron strain energy

coïìsiderations, ancl it was suggested that they could be solved

by a direct matrix procedure. (Such a direct procedure h/as

later used by pETERSEN(29) in the form of a natrix progression

(tralsfer natrix) technique. The direction of the progression

was along the bean axis, and hence both structural and load

discontinuities coul<l be incorporated by analysing successive

short lengths of the curved beam). TOPPLER, CIIAUDIIURI , and

VAN DEN BERG(50) consiclered the effects of circular curvature on

the reactions and stresses which result when a girder of closed

cross section is subjected to combined bending, shear, and tor-

siqn. I'ypical load systens were applied to beams of up to four

continuous Spans. It was assumed that the cr'oss Section r'e-

mained constant along the full length of the beam, ancl that the

clegree of tor:s-j cnal rest.raint tvas j-dentical at' every support'
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In addition, the ratio of bending stjffncss to torsional st.iff-

ness uras taken as unity" Results were tabulated for two finite

degrees of torsional restraint, and it rvas irnplied that other

cases could be deduced by interpolation. A three-span curved

box girder r^¡ith a trn/in-ce11 cross section was presented as a-n

example. The requivalent' straight bean approximat.ion was a-1so

inves tígated by the wríters, and charts were given to indicate

the clifferences between bending moments, torSional moments , and

shear forces for straight members and for curved ntembers sub-

tending central angles of up to 60 degrees. On the basis of

these charts, they deduced that for subtended angles less than

30 degrees, the straight bean approxirnation could be used to

calculate tþe magnitr¡des of the torsional moments , reactions,

and shearing stresses lvithj-n linits of accuracy suitable for

design. A deficiency of the paper is the lack of comment on

the effects of altering the ratio of bending stiffness to tor-

si-onal stiffness. For a bean in which this ratio is not equal

to unity, the results should be treated ivíth some caution.

For many years, there were no complete reference

worl<s published on the general Saint-Venant torsional analysis

of curved beanLs, and designers ì,vere forced to search through

inclividual papers in order to find the required information.

Recently, hortreveï, a number of excellent comprehensive works havé

been made available. In 1964, I\TITTFOI{T publishecl " book (51) 
on

the linear elastic analysis of curved beams loaded norlnal to the

plane of crrrvature. A circularly cLtrrrcd bean rvith torsionally
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rigid end supports was first treated in detail. Froln this

solution, the ca,se of a mu1ti span curr¡ed girder was solve d lty

using a flexibility nethod which was conceptualLy sinilar to that

rvhich is often applied to straight continuous beans. Formulae

for bendlng moments, twisting noments, deflections , and influence

lines rllere derived, and the results of calculations given in

numerous extensive tables and graphs. All necessary explanatiotls

of the design aids were included in one section, enabling the

engineer to extract information without necessary recourse to

the d-etails of the theory. (lvittfoht later extended the theor:y

to include the effects of eccentric torsional loads (SZ) ). In

Lg64, VREDEN also published t book(53) on the analysis of curvecl

continuous girders. Many load cases were first considered for

a single curved span with torsionally rigi.d ends, and from these

solutions flexibility coefficients for bending moments, twisting

moments, and shear forces rrere derived for continuotts bea.ms.

In a later volume (34) , Vreden evaluated some of these coeffi.c-

ients, and thereby considerably reduced the nurnber of tedi-ous

calculations to be completed by the designer. Unfortunately,

some of the analytical steps were explained a 1itt1e too briefly,

and several of the derivations are difficult to fo1low. A1-

though SCFIULZ 
(35) analysed most of the sarne problerns as Wittfoht

and Vreden, he did include all necessary explanations of the

analytical steps involved. For continuous beams which had

interniediate supports rvith zero torsional restraint, the solution

obt¿rì.ne c1 by Schul z wÐ.s nìore clirect. than that of Vreden, and
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prestress loads tvere al.so analy secl very simply. Useful graphs

were given to facilitate evaluation of nroment distribution
f actors for a large variety of curl'ed bealns.

Frane systems with curvecl nenbers

In an early paper, ¡4ICHALOS(36) applied moment dis-
tribution to the anal¡25i5 of plane frames r,r¡ith curved members.

Although moclern computer techniques are essential to analyse

highly reCundant frane systems rvith a ver)¡ large number of nrem-

bers, iterative moment distribution is stil1 used to solve

prob lems involving r:elatively f ew menrb"r, (35) 
.

The derivation of influence lines for spãce frarnes

with curved members was recently undertaken by YAII'IASAKI and

OHTAGT) . Influence lines r{eïe ded.ucecl for general forces on

an arbi trary space frarne by applying the lr{ul1er-Breslau principle
to the deflection profil.es caused by corresponding unit deform-

ations. As an j.llustrative example, a space frame v¡ith a com-

trination of both straight and curved nembers was given.

Direct stiffness and flexibility matrix rnethods

coupled witb an electronic digital computer constitute a very

porverful tool of structural analysis. A number of papers applic-

able to curved bean systens have been publi shed. In a well

written paper, TEZCAN and OVUNC(38) obtained general stiffness

natrices for circ'.rlar1y curved beams with doubly syrnmetrical

cross sections. A series of successive orthogonal transforn-

ations were described in order to refer the member stiffness

m¿ttri. ces to a giob a1 (corrrnon) coorclina te sys ten. By spe ci fying
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a sufficientLy large raclius and a correspondingly small subtendecl

angle, each curvecl beam stiffness matrix could be reduced to

that of a straight beam element. MICHALOS(39) considered a

single branch structure arbitrarily curved in space and subj ected

to aî arbitrary static load systen. By dividing the structure

into a number of relatively short segments, members with var-

iable cross section were analysed. Fixed-end molnents and

fixed-end forces were deduced. SAlttKg(ao) applied the direct

stiffness method to a beam grillage containing circula-rIy curved

mernbers. FIexibility coefficients for the curved member ends

were ca1cu1atec1, and by inversion, the st j-f fness matrix of a

single nember was obtained. Methods for calculating fixe<l-end

moments and forces wele outlined, and a conputer program capable

of analysing a grillage of both straight and curved members I\Ias

brief1y discussecl. sawko also investigated the 'equivalentr

straight bean approximation, and concluded that the error in-

volved was substantiai-, even for Spans with subtended angles as

snall as 1- degree, and rose rapidl_y for larger angles. (This

conclusion is in marked contrast with that reached by Toppler

et at. (30) 
) . The curved beam stiffness matrices derived by

MORRIS(41), LEE(42) , and wAIrlc(43) were essentially similar to

those proposed earLier by Tezcan and ovunc(38). wang also

listed the required transformation rnatrjces'

Although many papers have been written on the analysis

of curved bearns, comparatively few have been written on general

desi gn aspects. Only three such ref crences ¿Ie includecl in the:
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(44'45'46). 
of particular interest is the paperbibliography \

by BRANIALD and GRALTON(46), in whic.h extensive discussion was

given concerning practical design considerations of a continuous

box beam ïoad.way structure lvi.th non-uniforn horizontal curvature.

Saint-Venant torsional analysis l'\Ias br:ief1y outlined using a

strain energy approach. This analysis was assumed to be satis-

factory for all parts of the structure except at the supports

and at points of 1oca1ly applied torque. (In these areas,

warping torsional analysis l{as used). Basic Saint-Venant tor-

sional calculations r\¡eïe programmed for computer solution by

usin.g moment distribution, and all parasitic moments due to

pïeStresS weïe incorporatecl. Comments were made on such prob-

lems as the choice of gr.-oss Section, types of bearing, number of

diaphragrns, distribution of rnaximum principal diagonal tensíle

streSSes, stability at supports, and construction procedure '

This paper is a valuable contribution to the literature of

curved beains, although it is surprising that an iterative montent

distribution technique was chosen for the computer solution rather

than a more direct rnatrix formulation.

2 .3 lllarpin Torsional Analysis

, When aîy thin-wa11ed bean is subjected to non-uniform

torsion or free warping is prevented, corresponding changes are

induced in the stress distribution within the structure ' If

it is assumed that the cross section remains undi-storted

throughout the bealn lengr-h, then the theory v¡hich preclicts the

internal stress dj-stribution is known as warping torsional
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analysis. Some inportant contributions to the theory of.

curved beam warping torsion are discussed in this Section.

Many papers have been published on this relatively youug Te-

sear:ch topic, and several apparently independent solutions have

been derived for essentially similar problems. Where possi-b1e,

papels aTe grouped herein according to the original Source

re fer.ence .

VLASOV was prob abl'y the first to derive differential

equaiions for r\,arpirrg torsion of curved beams. In 1961, the

English translation of u booL(47) was published sumnarizing the

work containecl in a large number of his ea'rLy papels on the

analysis of thin-wa11ed beam structures. Straight rnember:s

formed the subject ot..t:tt of the book, and many chapters were

devote,J to the ana11z5i5 of both open and closed cross sections

with non-deformable profiles. The analysis was then extended

to the case of circula'ri-y curved thin-wal.Ied beans. Equations

obtained were approximate, and all forces l^Iere referred to the

beam centroidal axis. For a bean with a radius greater than

ten times'the largest cross sectional dimensi.on, errors assoc-

iated with the approxirnations were stated to be insignificant.

(It is of int.erest to note that in this same boolç, Vlasov al so

considered the analysis of a straight prismatic multicell beam

with deformable profile, firstly including the effects of shear

deforrnation, and secondly neglecting them. All rectilinear

elenents of the beam cross section were assumed to be hinged at

their jnter.-cotlnection points, and to remaill straight- while the
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cross section warped and distorted. 0n the basis of these

calculations and some supporting experimental evidence, it was

conclucled that for thin prisrnatic nu1tice1l structures, deforma-

tion of the cross section rvas an important factor in deterrnining

the fi.nal state of stress, but the effect of shear deformation

r\ras secondary, and could be neglected. The calculations tr\¡eIe

not extended to curved nultice11 beams). Another early work

containing an approxirnate warpì-ng torsional analysis of curved

beans was published by IVANSLEBEN(48) , who used sirnplifying

assumptj-ons which were similar to those of Vlasov. A single-

span beam was fjrst analysed, and the solution was then extended

to continuous beams by utilizing the continuity conditions at

internediate supports. No formulae wele given for evaluating

the various cross sectional properties required in the general

analys is .

DABROWSKI 
(ao) derived four general differential

equations for the torsional behaviour of a loaded curved beam.

Several terms omitted by Vlasov \4rere included, and whereas Vlasov

referrecl his equations to the centroidal axis, Dabrorvski I s more

accurate equations j-nvolved displacements of points on the shear

centre axis. In another paper (50) by the same writer, the

warping torsional theory of circularly curved thin-wa11ed beans

with nono-s)rrnmetrical open profiles was considered. The govern-

ing clifferential equation for the warping moment (bimonent) of

members loaded norrnal to the plane of curvature was derived and

solvecl for defornations ard internal stresses. Formulae for
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these quantities were given for,statically determinate beams

under various load conditions. Formulae for influence coeff-

icients were stated, and their use in the analysis of continuous

structures uras clearly indicated. Liniting conditions of the

rnethod r{ere also given, together with a numerical example to

illustrate the procedure. (Further applications of the theory

can be found in a paper(51) in which infl.uence lines for bending

moments and torsional moments were presentecl for single- and

two-span curved beams of open cross section). Dabrorn¡ski also

extended this *"thod(52) to analyse single-span curved beams

rvith closed cross sections. Binoments and other properties of

circulatl_y curved box beams were deduced, and the treatment of

continuous box beam structures was briefly outlined. The three

previous pap"rr(50'57'52) *"t" later incorporated into- " 
book(53)

on the general analysis and design of curved thin-walled beams

with open or closed cross sections. All relevant equations and

expressions for warping torsion were detailed, together with

extensive tables of internal forces and displacements for multi-

span beams with constant section properties. These tables were

arranged in terns of stiffness palameters and subtended span

angles. Although the publication of tables is often made

redundant by the availability of modern cornputing facilities,

the bool< can be recommended for the preliminary design of curved

box bean structures.

KONrsur and KoMATSit(54) developed from first princi-

p1e.s a torsion-.[rending theory for a circularly curved girder lvith
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a multicell cross section of arbitrary shape. Stlain ellergy

considerations formed the basis of the analysis, and formulae

for finding the shear centre of the cross section and various

other quantities related to cross sectional geonetry were

explicitly defined. Both simply supported and continuous beams

were completely analysed under many typical load conditions.

In order to further illustrate the methocl, a three-span bridge

was nurnerically analysed, in which the cross section consisted

of a single-ce11 composite box with side cantilevers. The

central bridge span was curved, and the outer spans hlere

straight. Influence lines for stress resultants and deform-

ations h/ere calculated, and brief comments were made concernlng

the general response of the brídge. This paper is very concise,

and emphasizes the need to consider warping torsional stresses

in box beams. The theory is based on several earlier papers by

the same writers(55,56,57,58). Curved beams with closed thin-

wa1led cross sections were also analysed by KONISHI, SHIRAISHI,

and KAMBE(59). The principle of complenentary virtual work was

used to derive governing equations which included the effects of

non-uniform rate of trvist along the beam, and the associated

secondary shear defornation. This analysis was based on

BENSCOTER's hypothesis (60) concerning lateral variation of

warping displacements, and on the work of HEILIG(61). Unfor-

tunately, the paper lacks an ,i-llustrative numerical example.

By employing the assurnption that each cross section

remains plane after bendittg, a circulat1y curved beam r,¡ith
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either open or closed nolt-defornable thin-wal1ed profile was

analysed by KURANISFII(62) . Cross sectional properties required

for warping torsional analysi5 were explicitly fornulated,

taking into account the radius of the shear centre axis and also

the geometry of the cross sectiolt. A differential equation

which was sinilar to that of a beam on an elastic foundation I¡Ias

derived and solved for the shear centre axis twists and deflec-

tions.

FUKAZAWA(63) extended the Wagtrer theory of unit

warping for loaded. thin-wa11ed straight bars to the static

analysis of circu1ar1-y curved bars with thin-wa1led a::bj-trary

cross section. Effects of curvature were included in all form-

ulae for cross sectional_ properties, and the differences between

the torsional properties of open and closed cross sections weï'e

carefully stated. General differential equations v/ere obtained

in terms of the displacement components of a\y arbitrary point

on the cross section, ancl it was pointed out that these equations

could be more sinply expressed in terms of the displacentent com-

ponents of either the neutral axis or the shear centre. In

another paper(64), Fukazawa consiclerecl the analysis of thin-

walled curved beams with va-riable cross section, taking the dis-

continuity of the shear centre axis into account. Fundament-al

warping torsion equations were first derived for a curved seg-

rnent of constant radius and constant cross section, loaded

normal to its plane of curvature. A transfer matrix which

rel-a'led s t¿rtic cluantit j es at one poinL of the beam to thosc
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at any neighbou::ing point rvas then deduced after solving these

equations rvj.th the aid of Laplace transfornts. Where the cross

section or radius sudclenly changed, continuity relationships

hrere expressed in rnatrix forrn, and alL example of a si-nply-

supported S-shaped box girder with varying section was worked.

At the abrupt change of beam curvature, there was a finjte clis-

continuity in the raclial position of tlre shear cent.re axis, atrd

the effect of this was included. The calculations hrere repeated,

this time neglecting the discontinuity, and substantial-l-y

different results were obtainecl . Curved thin-wa11ed beans rr'ith

varylng cros-s section had been analysed earlier by BAZANT(65),

but the variations were assuned to be continuous and gradual and

the profiles were assumed to be rnono-symmetrical. The theory

for beams with varying open cross sections was sinilar to that

of Vlasov for constant cross sections. The theory for bealns

with varying closed cIoSS sections was based on Unanskiy's

assumption that non-uniform torsion in closed profiles caused

warping of the initially plane cross sections which was propor-

tional to the rvarping predicted by pure Saint.-Venant torsional

analysis. Bazant stated that for varia-b1e nolìo-sylnmetricaL

profiles, torsion and horizonta1 bending were not independent,

but were connected by a system of trr¡o simultaneous differential

equations. However, the solution was approxintate due to the

initial assuilìptions, and he pointed. out that sone experimental

verif ication r{as ncecle d to establish the con<lit ions f or ivhi.ch

reasonable accuracy could be expectecl.
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A paper whj.ch gave an approxirnate theory for arr

arbitrarily curved beam with fixed euds rvas presented by

WASLIIZU(66). Warping was assuned to be preventecl at the sup-

ports, and the effects of transverse shear deformation were

included in the analysis. Six equilibrium diffelential

equations were derived fron virtual work considerations, and a

seventh equation was obtained by relating warping to other <le-

formations. All properties were referrecl to the beam centroidal

axis. GREBEN(67) obtained sinilar results. A theory for con-

tinuous thin-wa11ec1 circul arl-y curved bearns has been reported by

VESELOVSKII(U8), who assumed that aI1 supports weïe on the axis

of the centres of flexure , and that these supþorts prevented

rnovement norrnal to the.n.-1ane of beani curvature. A flexibility

approac-h enabled the problern to be reduced to the solution of

a canonical equation system, and a numerical example was given'

2.4 Distortional Analysis

Associated with

is an inherent tendencY for

any loaded thin-wa11ed beam, there

influence of cross sectional

noted in 1911- '¿y KARMAN(69) ,

of a curved tube rvas greater, and the strength less, than pre-

dicted by sintple bending theory. Analogous results were ob-

tained by TIMOSIIENKO(ZO) ir, 1,g23 during ar'ì. investigation into

the flexure of curved tubes lvith rectangular cross Section.

These obselvations were supported by AND1ìRSON 
(71) j.n 1950 , tvhen

the flexure of curved rectangular box sections was again

the cross section to distort. The

distortion ín ho11ow members hras

who observed that the flexibilitY
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investigated. Experimental evidence confirmed the conclusioll

that flange distortion h¡as accompanied by lateral bending

stresses which, under certaiir circurnstances, could be of greater

magnitude than the circumferential bending stresses. In this

paper, Anderson also reviewed the history of the theory of

flexure for curved beams, wíth special reference to the effects

of distortion. Analyses sinilar to those of Anrlerson and

Timoshenko were conducted by CORNELIS and CARTILIER(72) in 1960,

and by DZIEWOLSKI(73) in Lg64 respectively. Perhaps because

of the greater complexity of the calculations, the i-nportant

ad.ditional influence of torsional loads on the distoltion of

curved box beani cross sections has only recently received some

attention. In the following paragTaphs, those few references

which consider combined- bending and torsional analysis of curved

box beams with def ornable prof iles are discus-sed.

DABROI{SK1(7+) analysed a curved beam with a deform-

able mono-symmetri-ca1 closed cross section, and included the

effects of warping torsion. Defornation of the cross section

was characterizeð by an angle which was governed by a fourth

order differential equation analogous to that of a beam on an

elastj-c foundation. The solution could be found either by

ernploying the ana7.ogy, or by using Fourier series expansions.

Due to the nature of the assuned sinplified deformation pattern,

the method must be regarded as approximate. (This work was

incorporated into a section of Dabrowski's ¡oot(53) on curved

thin-r,valled bearns). Later, basecl on the principle of mininum
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potential eneïgy of deformati.on, BAZANT(75) derived a system of

linear differentj-a1 equations for the behaviour of thin-wa11ed

members with varying deformable cross sections and with thick

stiffening diaphragns. The method was first applied to

straight structural members of either open or closed cross sec-

tion. An analysis was then deduced for a beam circularly curved

in p1an, and it was stated that these calculations ì,\Iere reasonably

accurate for closed cross Sections. However' no numerical

exanples were given to illustrate the use of the derived equa-

tions. Líke the method of Dabrowski, the accura.cy of the

approach is limited by the nature of the assumed deformation

pattern

If the ratio of width to depth of a circulatly curved

nulticell. box beam is i"Ìf ;-ciently 1arge, then the net structural

actíon may be approxirnated by treating the beam as a thin flat

slab curved in polar coordinates. COULL and ORS 
(76) have

presented an analysis based on the elasticity theory for sinply

supported single-span curved s1abs. Loads ancl resultant deflec-

tions lrere expressed by Fourier series in the circumferential

direction, with the Fourier coefficients being functions of the

radia1 coordinate only. Concentrated loads were incorpor ated

as .discontinuities of shear force in the radial direction by

using an artifice sinilar to the nethod of Macaulayts brackets

in ordinary beam theory. Experiments on two models nade of

perspeX ancl asbestos-cement gave reasonabl-e agleenent with the

theory after only three non-zeTo Fourier terms were taken.
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Unfortunately, application of the solution to real bridge

structures is .severely restricted because of the initial assutllp -

tion that the plate is isotropic. A similar approach was prio-

vided by CERADINI 
(77) 

, rvho consideled. the more realistic case

of an orthotropic polar flat p1ate. In addition to the rigorous

analysis, a sirnplified version was given in rvhich the plate was

assumed to be stiffene.l by rigid transverse beams. YONEZAI',rA(78)

obtained a rigorous solution for a uniformly loaded polar ortho-

tropic plate sinply supported along its radial edges and having

elastic beams rigidly attached to its curved edges. From the

results, he concluded that simple curved beam theory rvas

ínadequate to describe the true behaviour of this type of deforrn-

able structure. By using a nethod analogous to the slope-

deflectiorì nethod for p1ànar rigid frames, BELL and HEINS(79 '80 '
81,82) analysed continuous orthotropic or isotropic bricige decks

on curvecl flexible girders. Basic slope-deflection matrices

were derived to include the effects of girder rvarping stiffness

and of radial diaphragns, ancl girder deflections and internal

forces at aTry desired location on the Span were computed for

both concentrated and uniforrnly distributed 1oac1s. The solution

allowed f or either compos j.te or non- cornposite interaction

between the beams and s1ab. As part of the same general research

progranìme into the behaviour of curved viaducts, the finite dif-

ference technique has also been applied to the same type of

structur"(ss,84,85) . Comparison of compuïecl results with

experinental clata fron model tests has inclic.ated that thj-s tech-

nique provides a valid and reliable sol-utiou. Continuous
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curvecl plates have also been stuclied uy vÜrsul(86).

During recent years, the finite element technique

has been successfully applied to a rvide variety of structural

problems(87). ANEJA and ROLL(88'89) applied this nethod to a

typical horizonta1-1-y curved box beam. They constructed a

plastic model to test the validity of the theoretical predictions,

and found good agreement for the lateral stress distribution, but

not for the circumferential stress distribution. CHAPMAN,

DOIVLING, LIM, and IIILLINGTON 
(90) have reported results of a

general analytical i.nvestigation into the influence of cross sec-

tional defornation on the stresses induced in straight, skewed,

and curved box beans. By using three rnethods of analysis,

namely Saint-Venant torsì-on, the bean on elastic foundation

analogy, and the finite element net-hod, both steel and c-oncrete

forms of construction were considered. No details of the finite

elenent solution were given in the paper, and very little dis-

cussion was given on the fixed-ended,cttrved box beams quoted as

examples. However, the irnportance of allowing for cross

sectional clistortion even for concrete box girders Ïras clearly

illustrated, and some useful comrnents were made concerning the

effects of stiffening diaphragms. Further details of the

finite element solutions, together rvith nodel test results, have

been presented in other papers(91'92). srsoDrYA, CHEUNG, and

GHALl 
(9S) aiscussed the application of finite elements to a

skew curved single-ce11 box bean with vertical r'¡ebs. The

problem .rvas treated by using rectangular f j-nite el-ements f cr the
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Í/ebs, and either parallelogran or triangular f inite elenents for'

the top ancl bottom s1abs. Analytical results were checked

against experimental values obtained from an alulninium mode1,

and contmentS wer'e made concerning computer storage requirements

and relative accuracies of the var:ious chosen element configur-

ations . CItEttNG, KING, and ZrENI(1EI^f rCZ(g4) applied the ortho-

tropic plate icleal ization to analyse a curved ce11ular bridge

deck rnrith large rat.io of width to depth. A series of triangu-

lar fi-nite elements sinulated the equivalent bridge s1ab. It

was stated tliat since the chosen elements did llo'tv a1low for in-

plane forces, a three-dimensional box bean structure whose ce11

depth rvas large compared to the overall ividth of the bridge

could not be analysed by the same systent. An intportant variallt

of the usual finite elenent method, knorvn as the t:r'inite strip'

method, was suggestecl by C¡IEUNG 
(95) f or the analysis of curved

orthotropi-c plate bridge decks simply supported at the two

radial ends. This approach required lar less cotnputer storage

locations. Each strip spannecl the fu11 length of the bridge,

and was joined to its neighbour along its curved edges' Bouncl-

ary conditions at the supports were automa.tically satisfied by

using the familiar separation of variables technique based on

Fourier series expansions in the circumferentj a1 direction.

By starting rvith an assumed displacenent function, elernent

stiffness matrices r{ere calculated in terms of the displ-acement-s

and forces rvllich existed at each of the element curved edges,

and a coÍtpl-et-e sl.ructure cou1c1 then be analysed by the starrclard

stiffness nethod. Conparisons with the results of Coull and
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n", (76) inclicated excellent agreernent. MEYER and SCOITDELIS 
(96)

have recently extended the finite strip approach to analyse

three-dimensional curved box beams simply supported at the tv¡o

ends. In this case each elemental strip consisted, in general,

of a segment of a conical frustrun. The apploximate nature of

the finite strip method was c).ea-tly indicated in this work, and

its linitations hrelre outlined. Although calcul.ated results I^Iere

presented for a typical clouble-ce11 super-elevated curved box

beam rvith cantilevered flanges, some experimental evidence would

have been extremely useful in establishing the degree of approx-

imation involved. In additíon to the finite element references

mentioned above, celtain others which may be of interest have

been included in the bibliography(97,98,99,100) . However,

copies of these Ì\Ieïe not- availabl e for perusal at the time of

writing this thesis.

2.5 Sumnary

Several contributions to the elastic theory of curveC

box girders have been reviewecl in the preceding sections. To a

design engiueer, the'best' analysis is the sirnplest one which

gives reliable predictions of the critical stress condition-s

within the structure. Since it is very difficult to determine

the relative importance of the various structural actions of a

box beam in any particular design situation, the engineer should

always be acutely aware of the assumptions associated with ar.y

approxirnate analysis. Unfortunately, the range of conditions

f or rr¡hich the s iurplif;iing assu-mptions are r¡al j.d i.s not aclequ-ate1,v
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defined in most papers, and this fact coltsiderably complicates

the choice of a suitable design approach.

Several independent references have emphas ized the

particular inportance of cross sectional distortion in both

concrete and steel box bealn bridges of typical proportions ' It

follows that neither saint-venant toÏsional analysis nor the more

accurate warping torsional analy5i5 will necessarily predict the

actual stress conditions, ancl a mor'e comprehensive theory should

be used. since any analysis rr'hich incorporates distortion of

the cïoss section is necessarily complex, a digital computer is

usually required to execute the calculations.

For three-dimensional curved box beams, the most

powerful method of distortional ana1y5i5 described in the litera-

ture is the finite element method, as this can handle structures

with arbi irary profiles, load configurations, and support coudí-

tions. However, tradj-tional elements require large amounts of

computer storage in oïder to achieve suitab.le representation of

a bridge, and so this nethod is not yet widely used by bridge

designers. Another reason why finite element techniques are

not nore widely used in design is that very 1itt1e work has been

published on the true accuracies of the discrete approxinations

involved. The finite strip nethod for sirnply supported beams

rvith constant cross section and curvature offers large savi'ngs

in computer storage, but as yet this solution has not been

extended to incorporate either intermediate stiffening diaphragns

or interrned-iate suPPoL:ts '
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Frorn the literature survey, it is evident that there

is a need to develop general analyses which will give accurate

solutions to the problern of curved continuous box girder struc-

tures, including all of their structural actions. The analyses

should be capable of predicting the internal stress distribution
for beams of aLl- common proportions when subjected to all
common load configurations. They could then be used either for

the direct analysis and design of structures, or as powerful aíds

in determining the specific linitations and relative accuracies

of other analyses. The latter usage is particularly important,

for very 1ittle work has been done on the correlation of the

analytical solutions currently available.

t
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3 FOLDED SIIELL ANALYSIS

3.t Introduction

One traditíona1 method of analysing a reclundant

structure is to use a combined stiffness and flexiitility approach.

The structure without the redundants (released or prinary struc-

ture) is first analysed subj ect to the influence of the applied

external loads, and the displacement cornponents at the 1ocation

of the absent redunclants are evaluated. This ís the stiffness

part of the solution. The redundant forces are then calculated

by applying the coìnpatibility relationships which niust exist at

their poi-nts of application. This is the f 1ex j bility part of the

solution. The prinary structure is then loaded with only the

known redundant forces, and is again analysed by the stiffuess

method. Final1y, results from the latter calcula.tions are super-

inposed on those obtained fr:oln the first stiffness cal.culations

to give the complete solution for the redundant structure.

A relevant example of the method is the folded plate

analysis of continuous straight thin-wal-led beam structures, in

which the redundants are taken to be the reactions due to inter-

ior support diaphragms. The problern is complex, si-nce the lateral

distribution of the interaction forces between the diaphragms and

the folded plate elements is unknown. In order to appr:oximat.e

this distribution, PULTAR(101) assumed that each supporting dia-

phragm was infinitel-y rigid in its own plane, and that the inter-

action forces were unifornly distributed over the sna11 thickness
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of the diaphragn. Cornpatibili.ty was enforced at the folded

plate j oi-nts and at a f inite nunber of selected points in betlveen.

It was further assumed that compatibí1ity need be enforced only

at the centre of the diaphragrn thickness. A Fourier harmonic

ana-lysis in the longitudinal direction was used to solve class-

ical elasticity equations for the st.ructural behaviour of each

p1ate, and these calculations were progranmed to obtain a conl-

puter solution for continuous structures with sirnply supported

ends . Recently, it has been shoi'rn G'02 ' 
103) that satisf actory

results could be obtained even rvith relatively crude approxina-

tions for the nature of the diaphragm redundants. Based on the

proceclure proposed, by Pultar(101), scoRDELIS a.nd Lo(104'105)

developed a general conrputer program for the matrix analysis of

continuous ce1ltr1ar folded plate structures lvhich r^Iere s inply

supported at the tno ends. In addition to the previous assump-

tions, each cliaphragm was assuned to be perfectly flexible normal

to its own p1ane. Joint redundants r\rere essenti-aIIy the sanÌe

as those suggested by Pultar, but the plate dj-stributed redundants

were assutned to vary 1j-nearly betleen the longitudiual edges of

the p1ate. Conpatibility was enforcecl at the plate edges arld

at the one-third points on1y. Once again Fourier series were

used to solve the elasticity equations for thin flat plates.

This solution has been checked against experiments and calcula-

tions of other writers, and has been found to give excellent

predictions of the true elastic behaviour of prisnatic folded

plate systems
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Just as a strai-ght box beam may be consider:ed as a

series of rigiclly connectecl folded plates, So a curved box

beam rnay be considered as a series of rigidly connected folcled

shel1s. If the radius of curvature is constant, then the par-

ticular shells involved aTe segnents of cylinders, f1-at plates,

and cones. In the sections which fo11ow, a rigorous solutíon is

fornulated for a conti-nuous box beam which has a constant radius

and a. constant thin-wal1ed cross section. The traditional con-

bined stiffness ancJ flexibility approach is clearly evident in

the procedure, and ai-l_ calculations are based on classical elas-

ticity equations for thin she11s.

since she11 calculations are necessarily comPlex, it

is considerecl vital to provide independent checks on the developed

solution. For this r'eason, the assunptions regarding the nature

of the diaphragm redundants are directly analogous to those made

by Scordelis and Lo(105). By specifying a veïy large beam

raclius and a cor'respondingly snal1 subtended span ang1e, a curved

beam can be made to closely approxirnate a straight beam, and the

folded she11 results could then be directly compared v¿ith folded

plate results.

For evaluating the stif,fness coefficients of thin

f lat plates , Scorclç1is ancl Lo were able to use explicit mathemat -

ical formulae rvh.ich had been pïeviously derived by GOLDBERG and

LEVE(106). No such formulae are currently avatlable for folded

she11 elements. Ilowever, in Section 3.3.L, a systematic unified
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approach for finding the complete stiffness matrices of the

three element types is presented. These calculatj-ons form the'

key to the folded shel1 solution, and the philosophy enployed

therein is strongly reflected throughout all other aspects of the

computational procedure .

Calculations for cylindrical and conical she11s are

basecl on eciuation systems taken from particular references by

ptticc¡ (107) and 1¡{ILS0N(1-08) respectively, whereas calculations f or

curved flat plates are based on the faniliar equations for separ-

ate p1ate bending and membrane action(109 '110) .

For the sake of unj-formity, chosen coordinate systems

are ahrays ri.ght handed.

3.2 Defini-tion of a Fo1dec1, She11 Structure

Consider a thin-wa11ed bean circularly curved in p1an.

The beam subtends an angle 0 at the axis of rotation, and has a

Çonstant. cross section consisting of a series of rigidly jointed

-straight elements made from homogeneous isotropic elastic mater-

ial. The cross section may be open, closed, of a combination of

both open and closed parts. Some exanples of folded she11 cross

sections are given in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.L Examp 1e s of folded she11 cross sections
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At th.e two end-s of the beam (taken as 0 = 0 and

Q = cx.) there aTe externally supported thin diaphÌagns. They

are i.nf initely rigid in their own p1ane, thereby mailrtaining thc

initial shape of the complete cross section, and are supported so

that no rotation of the cross section can occul: as a result of

torsional reactions. In contrast, however, the end diaphragns

are perfectly flexible normal to their own p1ane, and hence present

ze:o resistance to rvarping displa.cements l^¡hich occur' at the beam

ends. Rotations about the intersections between folded she1l

elements and end diaphragms are also free to take place ' Under

these conditions, the beam is consiclered to be tsirnply supported'

at its ends

There nray be. adclitional diaphragms at various itrter-

meciiate cross sections along the beam. such diaphragms subt'end

rsmallr angles ôO at the axis of rotation of the beam, and are

termed 'internal' to distinguish then fron those at the extreme

ends. An internal diaphragm nay be either of two types. An

runmoveable' diaphragn is one which is supported externally in

the Same manner aS an end diaphragm, whereas a'moveablerdia-

phragrn is supportecl by the beam itself . Each internal diaphrag;;l

is, like an encl diaphragm, considered infinitely ri.gid in its own

plane but perfe ctTy flexible normal to its own p1ane. Flowever ?

unlike an end diaphrâgilr alL internal diaphragrn need not be connec-

ted to every element of the beam cross section. A beam which has

no internal diaphragrns is def ined as a 'primaryr structure '
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Certain prelininary assurnptions must be ntade concern-

ing the nature of the redundant forces l{hich occur as a direct

result of the interaction between a folded she1l element and an

internal diaphragm. In a real structure, the connection is

continuous over the fu1l width and thickness of the diaphrâgm, and

the true force distribution is unknown. The follorving sinplify-

ing a.ssumptions are rnade(l-04).

(a) All redundant forces are unifornly distributed

across the diaphragm thickness

(b) Between the curved edges of the element, normal

ancl in-p1ane distributed redundants exist wh1ch

vary line arly in the lateral (transverse)

direction

(c) Concentratecl line load redundants exiSt at the

curved edges of the element

Since the diaphragn is perfectly flexible normal to its ovrn p1ane,

no forces are transmitted in this direction.

Figure 3.2 shows the nature of the assumed diaphragnt

distributed redundants acting on arry general folded she11 element.

(The redundants are termed tdistributedr to distinguish then from

the tconcentrated' line loads which co-exist at the element curved

edges) . As indicated in the diagrarns by dashed lines, each

line arly distributed redundant may be considered as the sum of two

triangul arly distributed redunclants. Provided that ô0, the angle

subte nded by the cliaphragm at the axis of rotation, is stna1.1 ,
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IN-PLANE REDUNDANTS

(a) General view

(b) Cross sectional view
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then the triangular1-y distributed. redundants qi11 have resultants

which act at distances one-third of the elenent width from the

curved edges A and B. The loci of points on the element which

are one-thircl of the element width from each of the curved edges

A and B are referred to as C and D respectively, and the res-

ultants of the triangular1-y distributed redundants are according-

Iy denoted Xa, ZC, XD, ZD. These four restiltants act at the

centre of the diaphragm thickness, and are expressed in a coordin-

ate system which is menber orientated (rnember' coordinate systen).

Figure 3.3 shows the nature of the assumed diairhragnt

concentrated redundants actíng on any general foldecl she11 element.

At each curved edge A and B there are two line forces (one in-

plane (1atera1); one normal) and one line moment , al1- of which

are uni.formly distributeã-across the thickness of the diaphragm.

The resultants of the uniforrnly distributed redundants are accord-

ingly denoted XR, ZA, YA, XB, ZB, YB as shown in the diagram.

These six resultants act at the centre of the diaphragrn thickness,

and are expressed in a coordj-nate system which is common to all of

the folded sJrell elements ('g1oba1r coordinate system).

3.3 Analysis of Prinary Structure

Element stiffness :natrices, elenent fixed-edge solu-

tions for externalJ.y applied distributed 1oads, and element trans-

fornation matrices are the three princi.pal quantities associated

with the stiffness solution of arry folded she11 primary structure.

Consequently, detailed nethods for their calctrlation are desc-ribed
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in the following first three sections. The method for calculat-

ing the element stiffness matrices is particular1-y important,

since extensive use is made of the developed concepts throughout

the whole of the folded she11 analysis as presented in this

thesis. A general description of the solution for a prirnary

structure is given in Section 3.3.4,

3.3.1 Element stiffness natri."u*

Introduct ion

The stiffness matrices of the follouii-ng

three folded she11 elements are investigated in succession.

(a) a sector of a circular cylindrical shell- bounded

by two straight edges (generators) and by trvo

circular .edges in paral1e1 planes;

(b) a sector of a f.1-at circular plate bouncied by trvo

straight radial edges and by tr\¡o concentric cir-

cular edges;

(c) a sector of a right conical she1l bounded by two

straight generators and by two circular edges in

para1le1 planes.

Each element is assumed to be sinply supported along its straight

edges Sirnple supportr implies that displacements in the direc-

tion of the normal to the surface and displacements para1le1 to the

support are prevented, whereas circumferential clisplacements (at

right angles to the normal and to the edge) and rotations about

The

in
pr iuc ip arl

a previous
contents clf this section have been published
peper (111) 

.
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the edge are free to take P1ace.

The stiffness matrices sought express the

relationships betlveen the stress resultants acting along the curved

edges, and the coïTesponding curved edge displacement compone0ts.

A sinusoidal variation lsith an integral nunber of half wave-

lengths within the sector is assumed circumferentia1_1-y for the

stress resultants and the displacement components. (Such a reso-

lution of forces ancl displacements automatica1-J'y satisfies the

boundary conditions which exist at the straight edges of the e1e-

ment. Any other configuration compatible with the prescribed

support conditi.ons is easily handled by using Fourier expansions).

tlnder these circumstances, the amplitude of the harnonic function

describing the circunferential variation of a stress resultant or

displacement component .ò*p1ete1y defines that quantity along each

curved edge, and the amplitudes may be regarded as generalised

forces and displacements. The stiffness coefficients obtained

refer to the relationships between these amplitudes.

There are four degrees of freedom along

each curved edge; three displacements and one rotation abottt the

edge tangelt. Thus the element as a whole has eight degrees of

freedom, and the edge loading is completely described by eight

stïess resul.tants, consisting of three force resultants and one

rnornent resultant acting along each of the two edges. The sl-ze of

the stiffness matrix is therefore (8 x 8).

For all three tYPes of element, the

stiffness rnat.ri¡, is generated as the prod.uct of trso (B x B)
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matTices. The first rnatrix relates the edge displacement com-

ponents to the eight integration constants which arise from 1-'he

solution of the elghth order di.fferential equation systen des-

cribing the behalriour of the element. The second matrix relates

the edge stress resultants to the same eight colìstants ' In the

particular case of the r.Iat plate element, the theory inpli'es no

interaction between in-p1ane and out-of-p1ane forces and displace-

rnents, and hence the stiffness matrix contains 32 zeTo coeffic-

ients. Although it is therefore possible to analyse the fl-at

plate as t\^ro separate fourth orcler problems, for the sake of

uniformity, the eighth order system is rnaintained.

Follorving the accepted practice for thin

she11s, edge force resultants are expressecl in (force/length)

units, ancl edge moment reìultants aïe expressed in (f orce x

length/length) units.

Cy1 indrica1 Shel 1 Element Stif fness l'4atrix

Thenriddlesurfaceofacylindricalth.in

she11 element is shown in Figure 3,4. Positive directions of

the coordinates and the corresponding displacements aIe shown,

together with geometric information necessary to define the

element. one of the curved edges (x = 0) is 1abel1ed A, and the

other (x = L) i s 1abe11ed B. The curved edge stress resultants

required in the stiffness matrix are N, T, S, M and they are

subscripted with either A or B, depencling on rvhich edge is being

referenced. T and S

stress resultants.

are the effective (1(irchoff) edge shear
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Figure 3.4 M iddle surface of cylindrical she11 element
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In order to calculate stiffness coeffic-

ients , aIL terrns which describe the influence of externally

applied clistributed surface loads must be onitted fron the govern-

ing equilibrium equations. Thus the three partial differential

equations describing equilibriun of the she11 element become(1-07)

R2u,, .+ u"+RC?lvr' -vRrvr *t (? u"*psw"' -1:J, Rw' ") = 0 ( 1a)

(1b )

( 1c)

1+v
? Ru, . *.,r..*1;up2v,,-w. +r< ¡f¡r-v)R2v',*3;uRZr"' ¡ = 0

vRu, +v' -w+k(?R", " -psrr"' -?Rzv"' -P4ru""

_ 2R2w,,.._w.. 
.. _ Zw,. _w) = 0

a
.L

wherek,()
L2R2

r = â( )

ðx
, and()

Since the displacement conponents vary sinusoidally in the cir-

cumferential direction, the follolving equations may be written

u = u(x)sinß0

v = v(x) cosß0

w = w(x)sinßQ

(2a)

(2b)

(2 c)

where ß = F, and m is a positive integer.

Expressions (2a-c) satisfy the desired boundary conditions along

the straight edges. At this stage u(x), v(x), w(x) are unknown
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functions to be determined in such a \{ay that equa.ti-ons (14 - c)

are satisfied. When expressions (2a-c) are substituted into

equations (1a- c) , a symmetric hornogenecus systern of three sinul-

taneous differential equations in u(x), v(x), w(x) results.

-txzoz + gz (t+r<) lu(x) *t+ RßDlv(x)+[vRD-k(n3r3*

R2 ¡r*sk)D2lv(x) *t- g*3iu tnzß¡'lr ¡*; =o

-Ð2) lw (x) = o

These equations are abbrevi. ated in the following

-lsznz-KrJu(x) - iK2RDlv(x) -RDI xrxznz+K4]w(x) =0

- [KZRD ]u (x) + ¡rrnznz+K6lv (x) + [ t<rxznz+K' ]w (x) = 0

z +K4lu (x) +¡xrxztz+Kr Jv (x) r Irrn4n4+K10R2]12 +K' Jw (x) =0

1-v
2

Rß
z D) lvi (x) = 0

(3a)

r+ RßDlu(x)nt -g2* 1-v
)

..--3_3 1-v
I vRD-k lR"D"*'-L Y¡\g 

Z
nebl lr.r (x) + [ - ß .+ tR2 ßn2 ]v (x)

+ [ - 1 -t ¡nata - zR2 92oz * (gz

(3b)

(3 c)

(4 a)

(4b)

( 4c)

where D =

way.

d
dx

- RD IK3R2D
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l^rhere Kl_ = Ç øz¡r*t¡

Kz=

K =kJ

K

Kt

l-+v
-T-

v+

ß

1-v-z- ß2v

Ks = + (l+sk)

4

Ko

Kl

,)

ß

3-v
2

ßk

8

-kKg

K

0

f,

^1 1-

ß

1
)

zgzu.

1G2 ) k

A sinple but tedious procedure can be used to systematically

eliminate any two of the functions u(x), v(x), w(x) from this

equation system, thereby obtaining a single eighth order differ-

ential ecluation r,vi th constant coeff icients for the rernaining



forms of the characteristic equations which correspond to the

eleven eighth order clifferential equations derived by various

authors). It is emphasized here that arLy approxirnation rnacle

whilst manipulating the basic equations rnay destroy the synmetry

of the desired stiffness matrix. Therefore, in this work, having

decided oil the forn of the original equilibrium equations (107) 
and

of the stress resultant expïessions(App'B), no approximations are

made in the rnanipulations described. The following characteris-

tj.c equation is derived. To facilitate conparison with equations

authorsG]-?), the equation is written in its complete

function. The exact forn

approxitnations introduced

process. (HOUGHTON and

of other

forn.

? I
L

(1+ 3k) (-k-11

46.

equation will depend on a:ny

and during the elimination

list eleven slightly different

r6

R2

z
+Ll+ (v - 1-k) (1+ 3k) À4

?,k ]
R4

')
ß (ß -1) (1+k)

0 (s)

of this
prior to

JOFINS U'Tz)

2
V -r+2

4 )

i1

À8* ø2 ff;O- v) k 
2 *f,ft1 - sv) k+ 2f- v (1+ rk) Ì

* sz {øa rf;o- v) k' "Ir7 - 3v)k+ 2 I nß2 | -îrr- v)k'.lrsv - 7) k+v- 4 J

. 2.2 -
+ { ß4 ru{.}f\) - z)k - 3 I ns BZ

. tf; Cr - v) k'.'ltr - v) k+z-rf ]i:

I

I

Equation

matrix.

2R
8

(5) does eventually lead to a synmetrical stiffness

The eight roots (conplex) of this equation are denoted

3
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Ài(i = 7.,2,...8) and the solution of equation system (1a-c)

there fo re

t-s

À

u (x) e
1 v (x) w (x) .. . (6a-c)

where Ai, Bi, Ci are complex constants governed by the curvecl

edge boundary condj.tions. However, since there are only eight

such coliditions, it follows that only eight of these constants

can be independent. Substitution of expressions (óa-c) into

equations (4a-c) gives the cornplex matrix equation (7).

2 -[K ,)
1

À.x
C.e l-

l-

- [orotrl*roP^r,

+ ¡ltrRzÀ 1.*, ,+ [rrnzL ? *Ku)

+ ¡t<nR4r. î.*, oRz À 1*or_, l+ [rrRzrl*ru 1- [orotrl+roRÀ11

I=I
i=1

B À.x
= J B.,e t ;

I1=l

X

1A
B=I

i--1

1 A

B

-[R À K l RÀ l
l_ 1 l-

-[K RI l l_ =0? 1

(7)

Since equation (5) is identical to the one found by setting the

deterninant of the (3 x 3) ntatrix in equation (7) equal to zeto,

the homogeneous equation system (7) has non-trivial solutions.

The ratj.os 
^i/Ci 

and Br/Ci can tirerefore be calculated. Hence

C
1

I
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1 /ci

Irrrrns r l* (rorr+KuK, - K, K2) R3r1+ (roru - KsKz) nrr J

[ (KzKs+Kr) na rt * (K. 
zK +- 

I(1K 
7+K8 I 

nz l? - rrr, J

n e
1 c ; v(x) Cii w (x)

the curved

edge mc.rment
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( 8a)

( 8b)

I

... (ga-c)

(ed)

edge rotations

stress

1

X1

u (x)

[.ro4rf + ¡ru - rrr<r+r]l n2l1 -K1K6 l

B. /C.1'1

[*r*4if . (r<u-KrKs *x?r'luzlf -rrr<u:

t

* Jh" displacenent component expressr-ons

(6a-c) can be reívritten to incorporate the quantities 'n, and Xt'

À X
C

8 À.xnl-= L e
i= l-

1
I=l

l-= I1

xÀ

1

I=l
i=1

xí"

An expression is also needed for edge rotations. Hence

C

À-x-t-À.e
l-

8.I
i= l-

1

where the rninus

comply with the

sign is necessary to make

positive direction of the
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resultants defined in Figure 3.4.

The stress resultants corresponding to

the above four displacernent components caî.a1so be expressed in
terrns of the quantities ni and X1. After direct application of

equations (2a-c) and (9a-c) to the general expressions(107'App'B)

these resultants are

N = N(x)singQ

,

Eh 8

fI
1=R(1-v ) 1

T = T(x)cosßQ

Eh

2R (1+v)

S = S(x)sinßQ

Eh 3

[RniÀ. -vßX1 -r.,* Àl].Ài .Crlsinß0
X

8 , 2 )^,,.x

{i- fßnr+P¡ixi*lR(ÀiXi*ßÀr) 1e 1

a=1
C ] cos ß0t-

l_
]sinß0

(L0a)

(1ob)

(1 0c)

Lzlz(r-r2) ' ^1,-v 
ß 
21, 

- v ßl 1x1+RÀ In,

+ (1 -v) ( - rs'^..ß+-lu^:i Xi) 1"^'*. .

8{I [R
i=1

II
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M = M(x) sinß0

Eh 3

expre s s ]-ons

L2R2(r-u?)

8 ^ ^ õ ÀrX

fi- tn'Lf-vßZ+Rrini-vß¡rle 1 .crlsinß0 ... (10d)
1= l_

Expressions (9a-d) and (10a-d) hold for

all values of x in the range 0 < x 1 L. However, for the

specific purpose of calculating stiffness coefficients, onl'y the

extrerne values x = Q and x = L need be considered. In order to

comply with the positive directions defined in Figure 3'4, the

stress resultant expressions (1-0a-d) nust be reversed in sign

when evaluated at x = 0.

- -Py using convenie:rt matrix nota'tion'

for the arnplitudes of the required displacement

components and corresponding stress resultants at the edges A

and B rnay be written as f ollows.
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tA 'r-A t2A tsA t4A tsA t6A t7A t8A

tA t1A

tA *14

(- dw
dx

dw
ax )

c

C

C

1

2

3

C
) ( 4

5tB

tB

tB

c $ir

tl-B

(- dw
Ax

c#r

...(11)

. . .(t2)

t1B

t1B

1A

1B

C

C
6

C
7

) C
B

8B

NA

TA

SA

MA

N
B

T
B

S

M

N

N

T

S

5A4A1A

1A

1A

1A

N N N N N N N
2A 3A 6A 7A 8A

M
8B

1

2

3

4

5

C

C

C

C

c
1B

T

S

l_B

1-B

C
6

C
7B

MB M
1B

C I
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Each of the elements in the square natrices of equations (11)

and (tZ) is found fron one of the expressions (9a-d) or (10a-d).

For example,

t1A (coefficient of Cl in expression for u(x) at x = 0)

. dw.
t -a¡J (coefficient of C7 in expression for -u*áT' "t x = L)

= lr-

7B

I-L
-À7" t

T (coefficient of CZ in expression for T(x) at x = 0)
2A

8B
M

Eh f^ '2
= tgä+vf [ßnr*lÀ.zxz.åR (\zxz*ßrz) ]

(coefficient of Cg in expression for M(x) at x = L)

Eh
3

1_ 2R (1-v
[n2r 3-uu2+RÀBn8- 

vßXs r"^tt
)

In symbolic forn, equations (11) and (12)

ô

and
PM = H'C

are

= G.C (1-3a)

(13b)

M

where the subscript M indicates reference to the member coor-

dinate system. ôU is the column natrix of the edge displacement

components {rA...C-Slut, pu is the colunn matrix of the



coïrespoilding edge s tress resultants tNn'

square rnatrices, and C

{Cf...CS}. Equations

is the column matrix

(I3a) and (13b) may

53.

MBÌ, G and Il are

of the constants

be cornbined to give

-1 (14)
MP¡4 I{. G 6

or, from the defini'[ion of a stiffness matrix,

kl¿ FI. G
-1 (1s)

Computer Calculatiotls :

From the physicaL and geometrical pro-

perties of the cylindrical she11, the coefficients ivhich appear

in the characteristic equátion (5) can be evaluated. A standard

library subroutine is then used to calculate the eight cornplex

roots. (The nethod ernployed is an iteration based on a cornbin-

ation of Newtonts and Bairstowts procedures). By using the

expTessions given, rnatrices G and H aTe then assembled, and the

product klt = H.G-1 is calculated.

Some checks which nay be applied to the

stiffness matrix in any particular case are

' (a) All elements are real
' (b) The nain diagonal elenents are positive

(c) The first four and. the second four main diagonal

elenents are identical

(d) The natrj.x is sYmmetr:_cal
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Flat Plate Element Stiffness Matrix

The ¡niddle surface of a thin L'Lat plate

element is shown in Figure 3.5. Positive directions of the

coordinates and the corTesponding displacementS are shown,

together with the geonetric infornation necessary to defi-ne the

element. The inner curl¡ed edge (x = R1) is 1abe11ed A, ancl

the outer curved eclge (x = RZ) is 1abel1ed B. All required

curved edge stress resultants N, T, S, M are subscripted accord-

ingly. The plate is sinply supported along the straight (radial)

edges, and it is assuned that there are no externally applied dis-

tributed surface 1oads. Curved edge stress Iesultants (and

hence all displacement components) are assumed to vary sinusoid-

aLIy in the circumferential direction.- 
,n" governing equilibriun equatÍons in

terms of u, v, w rnay be expl:essed as f o11o*, (109 
' 
l-10) 

'

jþ ru"+",-þ.F.'*-51,. #.\, c"' -i-þ)

. td+Ð(þ*"''-þl

dïTch.F.'ru'' ). t{.-r(+ þ.'""*5-F)

0 .. .(16a)

.. .(16b)

v2 (v'(r) ) 0

+ oiÏt¡-cþ*"'-*) 0

. . .(16c)
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edge B

eåge A

/48

¡ç

øR
4

Ra

Middle surface of f.Lat plate elementFigure 3. 5
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"

ð( )
âx'where ( ) '= () =$,).' and vz

tr2*}o- \tt.? s2) 1.,(x) nr hCr*u)D*:ßz (s-v) lrr(x) =0
X¿X

( )=( )"
( )"

')x x

Equations (16a) and (1-6b) govern the menlbrane action of the pi-ate

and are conpletely decoupled fron equation (16c) lvhich governs

the normal bending action of the p1ate.

Expressions (2a-c) nay be substituted

into equations (16a-c) , and the following equation system results.

(L7 a)

ffoCr+v) D+
1_

(3-v) lu(x) oItruD
L

2*1-ur
¿X \rsz *r;') lv (x) =oß

zxz
(17b)

(L7 c)

(18a)

(18b)

loa*þ' \rL+zB' )r'.!cr" zsz )n"\Ga - +sz) f'(x) = 0

XXX

rvhere D =
d
dx

These equations can be reduced to linear differential equatiotts

with constant coefficients by usj-ng the transforma.tion x = *^"t.
o

Hence

tnf - Cr.+ sz) l.r(x) n r-*frou)Dr*å(s-v) lv(x) =0

rf (r*v) ornå(3 - v) lu (x) -Fþ'r- (tz.fl lv (x) = 0

4

'(g'-a)lw(x)=oIDr 4D3 ¡ z (Z- g2)tzr* gzDrnß (l.Bc)
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where D
d
aîr

If either of the functions u(x), v(x) is systematically elininated

from the nenblane equations (1Ba) and (18b), a single fourth

order differential- equation is obtainecl for the remaiuing function.

The characteristic equation corresponding to rnernbrane action thus

b e corne s

(gz -t)zÀ
4 - 2(r+e2\xZm'm

J
4T +

^r, = *(1-ß) À ß

=+ß+2

b

- (1*g) À¡

+ 0 (1e)

(20)

where the subscript m refers to membrane action. The charac-

teristic equation corïesponcling to bending action follorvs directly

f rom equati.on (18 c) .

z(z-s\xl + +ß2xo +rf gz (g'-o)=o
b

where the subscript b refers to bending a.ction. The roots

(a11 real) of the two characteristic equations aTe

1

m
- (1-ß) +ß

^0,-1

'.)L

À
m

^on

3

4

3

.\

in
+ (i +ß) ß+2
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Thus the solution of the plate differential equations rnay be

written

u (x) i 1.x
1

À
m

v (x) l-

À
m

A
4=l

i=l-
A, (xoeÏ)

4=l
i=1

B.x
1

4
I_L

i-= 1

C.x
1

4=l
i=1

C.À, x1 D.
].

4-I
i=l-

À
m

À
m

B. lx "tll-' o

4=l
i=l-

c. lx "t)o

4=l
i=1

1

(2Ia)

(21b)

(27c)

( 2r.d)

Àu.
1

À b
1

w (x)

1

I -1
b

].
and

where the ninus sign is necessary to make the curved edge rota-

tions conply with the positive directions of the gdge moment

stress resultants defined in Figure 5.5.

ratios BilAi
From equations (1Sa) and (18b), the

can be found in the sane way as for the cylindrical

she11.

- t^,1- (1+? sz)l
1 (22)= B.I /Ai

f -$ft+v) Àm .*ft- v) l

(The constantt Ai and Bt

bending constants C1).

i

are completely indePendent of the

Displacement component expressions
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(?ta-d) can noul be written to incorporate the quantities Ei.

À
m4

u(x) = [ x
i=1

E.x'l

4=I
i=1

4=l
i=1

A
1

t.Av (x)

w (x)

a

À

(23a)

(23b)

(2sc)

(23d)

Qaa)

m

1

À
b

x t.c
a

-1

C
1

.4, )sinßQ

l x
D.

1

4-i
i=l-

4

f I. IÀ,n. *u (1- ßqi) lx
1=I 1

T.
D

l-

*- The stress resultants which correspond

to the above four di-splacernent components .ul also be expressed

using the quantities Ei. After direct application of equations

(za- c) and (23a-d) to the general expïessions (109 
' 
110 

'App " B) 
,

these resultants becone

N = N(x) sinßO

À
m

1
1

T = T(x) cosgg

Eh 4
{l
i= l-'GTÐ

[ß+6iÀn. -ãiJx
.a

À
m

1
-1

. A, Ìcos ß(r (24b)
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S S(x) sinß0

12(1-v

M M(x) sinß0

Eh3

12(1-v

z
{l 3 - 2), +À

3 4

Àb

2

-3

zEh )
t Àb b b

-Àb. (1+ß 1 +2ß

) i=l 1 ].l a

)
- (1-v) ß" (Àr. -1) lx

1

i .Crlsinß0

T -2

Qac)

1
À¡

4{l r
i=1

b
\( -1)+v(À¡ ?. ]- )sing0 ... (24d)-ß )lx 1

C
b

) 1 I

As is the case with the_rylindrica1 sheIl, for the purpose of

finding stiffness coefficients, expressions for the stress

resultants must be reversed in sign when evaluated at edge A.

Matrix notation is again used to write

express]'ons for the arnplitudes of the required displacement

components and corresponding stress resultants at the curved

edges A and B.



tA

tA

*A

c $ir

tB

tB

*B

c åir

'1A 
tzA 0

t1A tzA o

00

00(

t1A

dw
AT

-dX ) (-

61, .

1

)

1

2

3

4

3

4

1

2

1

2

4

3

4

)00(

o tsA t4A

o tiA t4A

*ZA 0 0

o tsB t4B

*ZB 0 0

N N

t3A t4A

dw
aï

0

0

0 A

A

C

0

)
dw
dx

dw
) C

A

A

C

A 3A2A1A

3B

4A

4B

tlB t2B

t1B tzB

00

0

0

o '38 t4B 0 0

0

*18

0

t3B *48

dw

1BB

0

2A
NtR N

0 dx
( ) (-9+r o o (åid*' zB

) ( ) C
dw
dx

(2s)

NA

T T
A

T
1A 2A

0

0

0

0

4A3A
0

0

0

4A

A

A

C

C

A

S 00

00

00

N N1B ZB

T T
1B 2B

2A

2A

N N

OT T

3A

0 0

0 0

S

0

0

1A

1A

0

0

S

M

S 00 S

0 M

0T¡R T+R

3A

sss

S
A

MR M M
4A

N

T

S

B

B

B
0

0

B

B

3

3

0

0

4B J

4B
A

C

CM-
l.)

00

S

M

1B

1B

2B
S

M

4B

4BM Ivl
2B 3B

(26)



Each of the elements in the square matrices of equations

and (26) is found from one of the expressions (23a-d) or

For example,

62.

(2s)

(zaa-d) .

t1A (coefficient of A, in expression for u(x) at x = Rf)

(coefficient of C3 it expïession for -Uät"' ut x = R2)

(coeff icient of It, in expressíon for T(x) at x = Rf )

(coefficj-ent of C4 in expression for M(x) at x = R2)

(- dw
Ax

2A

ì
3B

T

M
4B

Equations (25) and (26)

in the same synbolic form as equations (13a) and

cylindrical she11 element- Hence, again kt = H

can be written

(1-3b) for the

c-1.

Computer Calculations :

Since the roots of the two characteristic

equation.s aTe knorvn, the flat plate stiffness matrix calculations

ale considerably faster than those for the cylindrical she11'

The matrix is not symlnetrical since the curved edges A and B are

of different lengths. (The calculations may be checked by

prernultiplying ktut by the diagonal matrix QrnrnrnfRzRzRZRZ-l '

The matrix thus obtained should be symmetrical).

Conical Shel 1 Element Stiffness Matrix

The niddle surface of a thin conical

she11 element is shown in Figure 3.6. Pos j-tive di-rections of
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Figure 3.6 Middle surface of conical she11 elernent
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the coorclinates and the corresponding <li-splacement components

ale shown; the positive z-ditection is the outward normal. to

the she1l surface. The she11 is sinply supported along its

straight edges, and all surface loads are taken to be zeTo '

Once again, the curved edge stress resultants (and hence all dis-

placement components) are assumed. to vaTy sinusoidally in the cir-

cumferential clirection. With reference to Figure 3'6, the

following quantities are defined.

F
2E:nl

t tany s = slnY
3(1-v

Lt

2
)

9"
2 X

where a >>

placement components are to be

sionless variable Y.

of al-.L stress

expressed in

Displacements u, v, lv may be rvritten

ß Solutions of

1

resul.tants and dis -

terms of the dimen-

a= ã1\LLq b v

u = hft (Y) s inßQ

v = Phlt (Y) co s ß0

w = hft (Y) s inßQ

^ mIIwhereß='ä-,andP=

ential equation sYstem

S

(1oB) are sought in

(27 a)

(27b)

(27 z)

the governing differ-

the form

=i
n=o

=i
n=o

v (y) n
v

n
nyßn ...(Z9a-c)

æ

=TL
n=o

u (v) cÍyn'
n w (y) Y
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rvhich conveïge provided lyl . t(108). Recurrence forlnulae have

been derived by Wilson.for calculating the coefficients in these

series, but Tor the sake of brevity they aÏe not reprod'uced here

in precise detail. Equations (29a-c) represent then in an

abbreviated form.

an*2 (2ea)

ß

f 
1 

(orr*l-, 0n, ßn+1, ßn, Yn+ 1'Yn)

f Z,(or*1, on,on- l- rdn- Z, ßn*1, ßn, ßn- l- rßn-2'

\n*ZrYn+1rYn,Yn* 1'\,,-2) (29b)

fS (or.,.ol-,on,9n- l-,art- Z, ßnn Zrßn+1, ßn' ßn-1'ßn-2'

linear functions. Equations (28a-c) apply

Quantities with negative subscripts

to be zero.

n+2

Yn+ 4

Yn,.S ,"(1+Z:Yn+l rYn'Yn-1'Yn- 2) . . (29c)

where f1,

for aLI n

are taken

fS are

Following the solution as presented by

wilson, each of the displacement functions (2Ba-c) can be ex-

pressed- as a combination of eight linearly independent parts '

The eight leading coefficients are set o0 = 1-, ol- = ß0 = ß1 =

y0 = Yl = \2 = \S = 0, and the rernaíning coefficients on, ßn' Yn

aTe founcl fr:om the recuïrence formul ae. The series solutions

(z|a-c), evaluated by using these coefficients, are denoted

0r1,2....

f2'
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u1(y),v1(y) ,w1(y). sirnira'rry ur(Ð ,vr(Y) ,wr(Y) are found bv

prescribing all leading coefficients to zeTo except o1 = 1.

This process is repeated until ur(f),vr(X),wr(l) are found.

Then the complete solution rnay be written

Ciri (y) lsinßO
I

h',I Ir. l-=I
u

B

v = Ph',[ I'i=1

B

h.,I I
I. 1=I

1{

dw
æ

(50a)

(3ob)ciri¡y)lcosß0

ci*i (y) lsinßÖ (30c)

where Cr(i=Lr2"..8) ut.r..r! this stage, unknolvn constants governed

by the curved edge boundary conditions. An expression for the

required edge rotation can be deduced from expression (30c).

1 ci*i (y) lsinßö (30d)
a

8tI
i=1

where ( )' = d=(..) , and the minus sign is necessary to suit the
dy

chosen convention for positive edge montents defined in Figure 3.6.

The stress resultant expressions for

N ancl M may be taken dire ct|y from Wilson(108) , but expressions

for T and S must be derived from their constituent components(115)

II
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N = N(y)sinßQ

T = T(y)cosßf

1i

(31a)

(51b)

( 31c)

,!rtått5(ui-vi¡+viJ- 5[ (r*1)'i-*i

+ (y*r) 2wï - (p2+!) ¡y*ì;*1

^ 2 ^2+ zp¿w, * þtr*l)vi - T",

- p2(1-v) ¡ ¡v+r)wl - wi - -(ral-)v: + å"rrl.cilsinßo

- _()r+Ðvr + þrrl.cilcosgg

3
lÀf

tr Ii

2
D

t-v

S = S(y)sinß0

I
{ I t (y+1)
i=1

F

(y* 1) r3.'¿a nr-

M = M(y)sinß0

8
I f -w'.'
LLl

l-= I (v*1)
( 31d)

ill.CtlsinÊQ+
)(y+1)wi - p-wi
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r^rhere as before, ( )' = gá/ . Once again, for the purpose of

calculating stiffness coefficjents, the stïess resultant express-

ions must be reversed in sign when evaluated at the edge A in

order to comply wi.th the sign convention of Figure 3.6.

Inspection of the displacenent component

expressions (30a-d) and the stress resultant expressions (31a-d)

reveals that the amplitudes rnay be grouped into matrix equations

which are directly analogous to equations (13a) and (13b) for

the cylindrical shell elenent. The constants Ci(i = L,2

aTe real in this case, and formulae for the elements of the

matrices G and H aTe easily obtained flom expressions (30a-d)

(3l-a-d) . For examPle,

8)

and

A
fi
,.¡

tr- (coefficient of C

uaty=0)

in expres s ion f or aniP litude of
1-

(- dw
dx

(coefficient of CZ in expression for amplitucle of)

dw-aï aty b)

T (coefficient of C2 it expression for T(y) at y o)

7B

ZA

8B
M (coefficient of CA in expression for M(y) at y b)

Thus, once again k, I]. G
-1

l
I

I
¡

!
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Computer Calculations :

For practical calculations, the infinite

series associated with this solution must be truncated. In the

present work, 50 terms aïe used. Because of these series, the

conical she11 stíffness matrix calculations requi.re much more

cornputing tine than the corresponding calculations for either of

the two prerrious element types. As is the case with the fJ-at

plate element, the final stiffness matrix k, is not symmetrical

since edges A and B aTe of different lengths. However, if kU

is premultiplied by an (8 t 8) diagonal matrix which has the

first four diagonal elements eq,ruf to the arclength of edge A,

and the second four equal to the arclength of edge B, then the

product matrix should b1 
-:ytt"trica1. 

A further check on the

calculations is obtained by prescribing the angle Y equal to TI/2,

for then the conical she1l becomes a l1-at p1ate, and the stiffness

matrix can be directly compared with the one predicted by the

flat plate calculations.

3.3.2 Fixed-ed e solutions for distributed uniforrn
oa

Due to various desired combinations of

dead load, wind load, ancl live load , ãnY folded she11 element may

be sub jected to loacls which are unif orrnly distributed across the

LateraL dimension of the element. They can be resolved into two

components. One component is nonnal to the she11 surface, and

the other is an in-p1ane load in the lateral direc'ti-on. For

each type of folded shel.1 element, â simple metirod is describecl
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for calculating the fixed-edge stress resultants under these

tr,yo separate load conditions. It is shown that the saÍle general

equation can always be used, irrespective of which load condition

or element is being considered. This equation involves the

appropriate element stiffness matrix kw and two column matrices

whi.ch contain particular solutions of the appropriate differentíal

equation system.

For reasons ivhich are rnade clear in the

following desc-ription, the particul.ar solutions for a flat plate

element cannot be used when ß = 112,3 or 4. Under tirese condi-

tions, each fLe-t plate ntust be analysed aS a special case of a

conical she11.

Cylindrical she11

(a) Normal 1oacl ositive in z-direction
un1 orm 1n x- rectron

Let the applied nornal load per unit

surface area be q = e.rinßQ, where qc is constant (inclependent

of x). Equation systern (aa-c) must be modified to include a

load term on the right hand side of equatiotr (4c)'

) )
-[n202-KrJu(x) - [K,RD]v(x) - RDIKsR *K4 lw (x) = oD (32a)

(32b)

(32c)

- [ K,RD ]u (x) + IK T'ì¡. D +K lv (x) lxrx?o?*KrJw(x) =o2 2

5 6

+ IrnR4n4oK, onzl2*K11 ]w (x)- RD IK3R2 Dz *K 4]u (x)

nz (t-vz)
c

I
I

+ Irrnzo2+K8 ]v (x)

q

Eh
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Equations (5?a-c) constitute a non-homogeneous system, and the

conplete solution is the sum of a complementd"ry solution and a

particular solution. For the particular solution, the following

expressions. are chosen.

u = u.sinß$

v = v.cosß{

w = wcsinß$

where u . V-, I^I- are constants. If expressions (35a-c) arec' c' c

substituted into equations (SZa-c), equations (34a-c) result.

-[-KrJu. - [0]vc lOlw = 0
L

(33a)

(53b)

(33c)

$aa)

(34b)

(3ac)

(3sa)

(5sb)

-[o]u + IKc

-l-0lu +
L

It follows that

u = 0

Vc

c

Eh (K6K11-K3)

lv + [K,lw. = 0
6 c

e.R'(r-uz)
[K, Jv. + IK lw11 c

rrt.Rz I t-r2)

wc
(3 sc)



For fixed edges, the boundary conditi.ons rnay be written

0

G.C + 0

wc

0

whereGandCare

is used to denote

ment amplitudes,

defined by equations (11) and (13a).
I

the päriicular solution for the edge

equation (36) becomes

G.C + ô 0
P

and so C
-t_

G 6

vc

wc

Vc

0

0

72.

(36)

rf ôp

displace-

(37 )

(38)
P

The particular solutions for stress resultants are deduced by

substituting expressions (33a-c) into the general stress result-

ant expressions(1-07,App'B), and the complete fixed-edge solutions

are therefore

I
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Ehv

n(r-v2)
(ßv. + *.)

0

0

P = H.C +

3

3Eh v (ßw

Eh ß (ßw. * r.)
Lz (t- uz) Rz

Ehv
,) (ßv. * t.)

v

(3e)

R(1-v

0

0

ß +v)c'ctz (r- u1)-nz

= H.C + P
P

where H is defined by equations (72) and (1-3b) .

and (40) may be combined to give

Equations (58)

-1P = - H.G ô
P

Hence,
P = - kU.ôp +

where kU is the stiffness natrix of the cylindrical she11

e leinent

PP+

Pp

(40)

(41 )

(47)
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(b) In- lane I oac1 ositive in x-direction
un1 oTm nx- tTe c t r- on

Let the applied in-plane load per unit

surface area be p = P.singp, lvhere pc is constant (independent of

x). Equation system (4a-c) must be :rodified to j-nclude a load

terrn on the right hand side of equation (4a).

))
- [R'0" - r, Ju (x) IKrRD]v (x) RDI-K-R"J D +K lw (x)

4
2 z

-[K RD lu (x) +
2

0

*Ko lv (x)I KsR ?, 2
D + lxrnznz * K8 lw (x) = o

+ ¡rnR4l4+K1oR2l2*t<r,

Q3a)

(43b)

lw (x) =0

.. (a3c)

(a4a)

(44b)

(aac)

(asa)

(4sb)

2 2 +D
4

For the particular solutiotrs, the following expressions aTe

chosen.

u=u s inßQc

v = v.cosß0

w = t.tinßÞ

-RDIK3R + K lu (x) Ir-R2n

where again ua, vc, *a are constants.

are substituted into equations (43a-c),

p.oz (r-uz)

If expressions (44a-c)

it follows that

2+KB lv (x)

u
c

Vc

I^I =c 0

EhK
1

(asc)
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Particular solutions for stress resultants are deduced by

substituting expressions (44a-c) into the general expressions (L07 
'

App'B). The complete fixed-edge stress resultants may then be

calculated accorcling to equation (42), where

c

ô

u

0

0

0

u

0

0

0

(46)

(47)

P
c

0

nh3 ß 
2u

c
324R (1+v)

and PP
0

0

-Eh3 gzu.

?,4R

I

0

3 (1+v)
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Flat plate

(a) Normal load ositive in z-direction
un1 oTm 1n X- r ect on

Let the applied normal load per unit

surface area be q = e.tinß$, where qc is constant (independent

of x). Equation (l-8c) must be modified to include a load term

on the right hand side.

LZx4q.(r-u2)
tof - +rf . z e- gzlnzr"4gzDr*gz (gz - +) lr (*) (48)

(4 e)

is substituted into

(s0)

Eh

For the particular solution, the following expression is chosen

4'l^/ = W' X s inBQc

rvhere w^ is a constant. - - If expression (49)
c

equation (48), it follows that

rzqc(r-uz)
w=cEh J (64 - 20ß 2 4+ß )

where B + 2 or 4. Particular solutions for stress resultants

are cleduced by substituting expression (49) into the general

- -: -- - (109,l-10,APP.B)expïessions qruY ¡ rru rltPP ' DJ . The complete fixed-edge stress

resultants may then be calculated according to equation (42) ,

where



0

0

77.

wcRr

-+w R1c1

c

ô

0

0

R

(s 1)

(s2)

P

and Pp =

1 (32- sgz *srg?)

wc

R-4w

0

0

4
z

3
2

tz (L-vz)

EhSw Rc

Eh

t z (t-vz)
0

0

-Ehsw.R,

1? (1-vz

(12+v (4-gz))
3* n?CI

', ')
(32-5ß"+3vß')

)

- Eh3w R
2
2

c

Lz {t- pz)
(12+v (4-g2))
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and kM is the stiffness matrix of the flat plate element.

(b) In-p1ane load (positive in x-clirection)
unifofn in x-di-rection

Let the appli.ed in-p1ane load per unit

surface area be p = p.sing4, where pc is constant (independent of

x). Equation system (18a-b) must be modified to include a load

term on the right hand side of equatiou (18a).

tDi (t.?p') 1,, (*) ?

P.*2 (r-u2)
(3-v)Jv(x)=-

Eh
+ i ß (1+'v) D

ß

r ')+

f$O*u)nr*å(s-v) lu(x) èþrr- (sz.fl lv (x) =o

(.s 3 a)

(s3b)+

For the particular solutiqns, the following expressions are

chosen.

u= x2 s inßóc

2 ^.X COSiJÔ
cv=

IKr z ]r.

u

V

(saa)

(s4b)

aTe

are obtai necl

(ssa)

where u^ and v^ are constants. If expressions (54a-b)cc
substituted into equations (53a-b), equations (55a-b)

by equating coefficients of x2.

+ [Kt S ]r. =
n.(r-v2)

Eh

IKro Jtr. *' IKts ]vc = Q (ssb)
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where K
1.2

K
1,3

K t4 (5+v)

(1- v)

3

ß
z

ß

z

3
z

1-vz-

(1--3v)

92

2Kts ß

Solutions of equations (55a-b) are

2
P. (1-v

Eh ( K1 ZKLS- 
K1 

5K14 )

2

) Krs
u= (s6a)

(sób)

(s 7)

c

P. (1- v ) Kr+
Vc Hh (K1 ZKLS-

Kt sKt +J

where g + L or 3. Particular solutions for stress resultants

are deduced by sûbstituting expressions (5aa'b) into the general

stress resultant expressions (109 
'110 'App'B) . The complete

fixed-edge stress resultants nay then be calculated according

to equation (42), where

un?CI

ô

".o1

2
2

0

0
P

u

V

R

Rt

c
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EhR.

-+ ( (2+v)u^
.LLI-V

vßv )C

(ßuc * t.)

((2+v)u. - vßv.)

Conical. she 11

(a) Norrnal load ositive in z-direction
unr_ orm 1re c 10n

n
X 1) I sinß0

EhR,

Z(-1+v)

0

0

and P

n

EhR2

--2I-V

EhR2

Ztl+v)

n_
5Fh1

4x

3F
4.3anl

P
(sB)

(se)

(ßu. n r.)

0

0

¡

nx-

Let thg applied normal load per unit

surface area be Z = g.sing6, where q.c is constant (independent of

x). Wilson assumes that normal surface loads can always be

expressed in the form

ri
n=o

Z ( th1n

z

If the arnplitude is to be independent of x, then the coefficients

must be chosen such that ZO = L, Zt =

= 7 = = 0. Hence equation (59)"6

zz4 6 1z-
J

z+

q
t,

5

L_ s in$Q

becomes

4,

(60)
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It follows that for the anplitude to be the sinple constant Qc,

then each of the Zn coefficients should be multiplied by

4.3a n1Q.

3F

Particular soluti-ons for the displ acement

functions (ZBa-c) are deduced from the recurrence formulae(108)

by setting the eight loading coeffi-cients (o0ro1,ßg,ß1,YgrY1,

\2r\3) equal to zeto, and the Zn loading coefficients ec1ual to

the values suggested above. (411 X' and Yr, loading coefficients

are taken to ben zero in the recurrence fornulae). The particular

solutions thus found are denoted un (f) , vn (l) wn (f) . Particular

solutions for stress resultants are deduced by substituting the

functions un(f), vn(l), ^wn(I) into the. expressions (31a-d) ' The

conplete fixed-edge stTess resultants may then be calculated

according to equation (42), where

( 61)

0

0

0

0

6p h1t9

Phlt9

liI
9l_

1
-1,\¡q

.l
9

h
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and P
P

sFp (1 - v)
znzra

-F

h a

0

0

0

0

tr t"U.çoþ(" ,-rtun.þr) l

rffic"r-vr) +v r -1 _gr
zFp (1:v) r rb+r)*ö-wr-f!rÐ1¡

;4lr (b+Ð 3'\ ö.þrr

(b+1) 3"ö r + (b+11trö<n2*t) (b*1-)wi+ zvzrr*{(b+1)vö-
1

(b+1)

e

rp2 ¡r-v1 r^2
!P-..- v n7 * ö.þrr

(b+1),,

-v

t(b+1)wi -w9 -

^tn|,¡b+1) 
3"

t -w

(62)

and k, is the stiffness matrix of the conical shel1 element'

In equations (61) and (62) , the shorthand notation ug, vg, *g is

used to represent un(b), vn(b), wn(b) respectively'

I
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(b) In-p1ane load (positive in x-direction)
uniforn in x-direction

Let the applied in-p1ane load per unit
surface area 'oe X = p.uinßQ, where p. is constant (inclependent

of x). Wilson assumes that in-plane surface loads can always

be expressed in the form

n3F

h1*2

oo

TL
l1=o

t x
X

X

xn(ni 1) 1 sinß0 (63)

then the coefficients

L,

(6 4)

If the arnplitude is to be independent of x,

X' must be chosen such that XO = 7, Xt = 2,

= 0. Hence equation (65) becomes

xz X-
J

x+

s inßó

It follows that for the amplitude to be the simple constant p.,

then each of the X' coefficients should be nultiplied by

2.3a n1P.
---3F-

Particular solutions for the displacement

functions (28a-c) are deduced from the recurrence formulae(108)

by setting the eight leading coefficients (oO,or, ßg , ß1,yg,y1,

"f 2,\3) equal to zera, and the Xr, loading coefficíents equal to

the values suggested above. (411 Y' and Zn loading coefficients

are taken to be zero in the recurrence forrnulae). The particular

solutions thus f ound are denoted uO (f) , v, (l) , ir', (y) as bef ore,



and the complete fixed-edge stress resultants rnay

lated according to equation (42), where ôp and pp

by equations (61) and (62) respectively.

84.

then be calcu-

are defined

3.3.3 Element transformation matrices

Each folded shel1 element has its own

particular member coordinate system. Hence fo:: each element, a

matrix can be deduced which describes the transformation of the

eight curved edge displacement conìponents associated with the

stiffness matrix, from the member coordinate system to the common,

or 'globalr, coordinate system. Hence if ônn denotes the column

natrix tvhich contains the eight curved edge displacement conpon-

ents in member. coordinates, and if 6G denotes the column matrj-x

which contains the same eight displacement components in g1oba1

coordinates, then the transfornation matri.x A is defined such that

o
M G

and

ô A
T

M

where AT is the transpose of the orthogonal natrix A.

For the global system, cylindrical
coordinates (x, 0, z) are chosen as shown .in Figure 3.7 .

axis is parallel to the axis of rotation, and the plane z =

passes through the uppermost joint (s) of the folded she1l

ture. The x-coordinate indicates radial distance from the

A ô (6 s)

(6 6)

The z

0

struc-

ò
G

b

AX]- S
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d'ot

/-o

Fisure 3.7 Global coordinate sYStem

x

2.

x

(a) Cylindrical she11 element

Inverted conical she11
'element

z

(b) Flat plate element

(d) Upright conical she11
elenent

z

2

I

(c)

Fisure 3.8 Menber coordinate systems
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of rotation, and the circunferential Q-coordinate is measured

from the near end (0 = 0) to the far end (0 = q) of the structure'

Member coordinate systerns for cylin-

drical she11, flat p1ate, and conical she1l elements are defined

in Section 3.3.I, and they are summarized ín Figure 3.8. A

curved beam such as the one sketched in Fi gure 3.7 incorporates

two possible types of conical shell elenent. One has the apex

of the cone below the element, and the other has its apex above.

These two types are referred to as 'inverted' and 'upr:ightr

conical she11 elements respectively. With regard to the calcu-

lation of transfornati-on matrices, an upright conical shel1

elenent requires special consideration, si.nce it is the only

folded she1l element rvith its member @-direction opposite to the

globa1 Q-direction
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Cylindrical she1l element transfornation matrix

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

zeTo

A
00L

zeTo

(67)
0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1-

10
0001

Flat plate element transformation matrix

0

0
zeTo

0

1

0

1-

0

0

0

0

01

0001_
A (68)

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1
zer0

00
000

+
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Uprieht conical she11 element transformation matrix+,

¡i

- Scosmli

0

- CcosmII

0

0

- cosmlL

0

- Ccosrnll

0

ScosnII

0

0

0

0

cosmïI

zeto

0
A

zero

where S = siny, and C = cosY.

folded shel1 element whitñ has

dependent upon the value of rn.

The upright cone is the onlY

its transformation matrix

- ScosrnIl

0

- CcosnII

0

0

- cosmII

'0

0

- CcosniT

0

Scosmli

0

0

0

0

cosmII

(6 e)

Inverted conical shel1 element transformation matrix

i
0

C

0

0

0

0 -C

10
zeTo

0s0

A (70)

zeTo
0

C

0

0

0

1

0

S

0

1

0

I

00
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3.3 .4 General nethod of solution

A brief description is given for the

folded shell solution of any primary structure. For each

successive Fourier harnonj-c of the applied 1oacls, the structure

is completely analysecl by the direct stiffness method, and the

results are accumulatecl. Therefore, only the general 'nth 
hut-

monic need be considered when describing the solution' Final

results are obtained by terninati-ng the calcul-ations after a

sufficient number of Fourier harmonics have been taken to ellsure

adequate representation of the applied I oads and of the struc-

tural Tesponse.

Structural stiffness matrj-x KS

Eachfoldedshellelementhasanassocla-

ted stiffness matlix which describes the direct relationship

between the curved edge displacements and the coTresponding stress

resultant.s. This relationship can be expressed in the form

kM
( 71)

MP¡4 ô

where the subscript M indicates reference to

dinate systen. Detail-s for calculating kt

3.3.t. Each folded she1l eLement also has

dinate transformation natrix A such that

an

the member

aTe given in

as s ociated

coor -

Se ction

coor -

I

Aô
¡{

I

G

(7 z)



where the subscript G indicates reference to the globa1 coordill-

ate system. Details of all transformation matrices are given

in Section 3.3.3. If equations (72) and (73) are substituted

into equation (71) 
' 

then

-1

and

P¡4

P6

I'lowever,

transpose

P6

AP6

IA

the

kM Al ôc

90.

(7 3)

(7 4)

equal to its

(7s)

AT

].NVETSC

and so

of the orthogonal matrix A is

equation (7 4) becomes

T
GG

ôAlkM k ôIA G

where kC is

referred to

(75) nay be

thus defined as the element stiffness matrix

the g1obal coordinate system. The matrix equation

partitioned as fol1ows,

t+l

k (76)

wlrere kAA, kAB, kBA, kgg are (4 x 4) submatrices, and A and B

aÏe the two curved edges of the element being considered' By

using these partitions, the compLete structural stiffness matrix

Ks can be assembled in th.e usual way(87). Thus, for the com-

plete sttirctur:e, the relationship betrveen the cr.trvecl j oint 1<-ra-ds

kRR

B

AB

BB
^

GG



(in globa1 coordinates) and the corresponding

components (in global coordinates) is defjned

91_.

j oint displacement

by the equation

P JKs (77)
J

where P.l is the column matrix which contains the amplitudes

of the j oint loads , ard A.l is ttre column ¡natrix which contains

the amplitucles of the resulting j oint displacement coìnponents.

Joint load matrix P J

There are two distinct contributi-ons to

the matríx PJ. The contribution due to any external loads

which are directly applied to the j oints is first calculated by

using Fourjer expansions (4.1-7). Seconclly, the contribution

due to the j oint loads which are indire ctly induced by the acti-on

of any external distrj-buted loads on the surfaces of the she11

elements is calculated. For tliis purpose, a1-I curved joints of

the structure aTe assumed to be temporarily fixed against aTIy

novements. under these so-ca1led rfixed-edge' conditions, shell

surface 1oac1s will induce certain stress ïesultants at the edges

of each element, which can be calculated in the case of distrib-

uted. 1ateral1y-uniform surface loads by using Fourier expansions

(4.8-12) together with the analysis detailed in Section 3'3'2'

Equal and opposite reactions to the fixed-edge stress resultants

thus obtained must then be transformed into the global coordinate

systent before inclucling them in.the joint loacl matrix PJ'



P
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Element curvecl ed e dis lacement com onents
l-n mem er coor na CS

Fronr equation (77), it follows that

(78)
^

Ks
-1

i.s to contain the

1a.t.eral locations

JJ

Flaving thus calculated AJ, the curved edge displacement com-

ponents ôC for each element aïe easily extracted. Equatiolt (72)

can then be used to evaluate 6M, the cu::ved edge displacement

components in nember coordinates.

Fi.na1 results in member coordinates at
SC ecte po nts on eac e ement

General expressions for a1-L desired

results are given in Appendix B. (Results include displacement

component-s, rniddle-surface strains and curvatures, vaiious stress

resultants, and actual-surface stresses and strains). At arly

location within an element, each output quantity must be calcu-

lated as the sun of two separate additive conponents. The first

is due so1e1y to the curved edge movements, and the second is due

solely to the action of distributed loads under fixed-edge

conditions.

(a) Results due so1ely to curved edge move-

ments:

Let R, . denote the column matrix which- (aJ

amplitudes of the results at all desired

acïoss the edge - loaded el.ement . In a sin j lar



way as matrix H is calculated cluring the

elernent stiffn.ess rnatrix, so a matrix FIt

that

R, - E H- C
TAJ I

93.

formation of the

can be calculated such

(7s)

(80)

where C is the c.olurnn matríx of eight integration constants

governed by the boundary conditions at the curved edges. Flowever,

these boundary conditions are known, since at this stage ôU is

known. Hence

ô GC
M

where the matríx G is defined in Section 3

and (80) can therefore bè combined to give

3.1-. Equations (79)

R IH ô ( 81)
(a) 1

(b) Results duesolely to the action of

distributed loads under fixed-edge conditions:

t"a O(¡) denote the column matrix which

is to contain the arnplitudes of the results at aII desirecl lateral

locations across the element under fixed-edge conditions. Par-

ticular solutions must be included for the distribute<1 1aterally-

uniforn 1oads. In the case of a cylinder or a flat plate, these

solutions are obtained by substitutíng the displacernent component

particular solutions (clerivecl in Sectioii 3 "3.?,) into the general

c-11
M



expressions for output quantities(App'B). rn the

conical she11, the solutions are obtained by using

values of the load coeffi.cients X' and Zn (derived

3.3.2) when evaluating the general expressions for

quantities (APP'B) 
.

94.

case of a

the prescribed

in Section

the output

(82)

For any distributed latera11y-uniform

load, if po and qo aïe the actual load intensities in the x and

z mernber directions respectively, then a (2X1) column matrix

P can be defined as fol1ows.ext

P
16

Ii

s1n

0

ext OK

where

1

rnII (28+60)
2a

nIIô 0
2a

for partial uniform loadK sin
1.6

16
K 1 for uniforn load

K
rnII g

16
sin for line loacl on cylinder

O¿

nII
2Ror

K
16

rnII E
CT

s].n for line load on f.J.at Plate

K
mII s].n *ilË fo, line load on cone

16 a
1

+ üS nY

(The valnes of I(t6 are chosen so that the product fo .K
give the complete anplitudes of the

expansions (4. 8-12) respectively) .

0

will, in every case,

rth terms in Fourier

16
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The particular solutions can then be added to the complementary

soluti,ons as indicated by equation (85).

(83)R H

where C is the colunn natrix of eight integration constants

governed by the fixed-edge bounclary conditions. In the same

way as natrix Il, can be calculated from the particular solution

formulae, so a matrix Gt can be calculated such that

(b) 1
C+H P')

L ext

P 0G C+6 G1 extM
(8 aa-)

(B4b)

It follorvs directly frorn equation (B4a), that

L-G GC P
1 ext

and so equation (83) can be written

GG-1H lPR (b) ltlz

sum of R and R(a) (b)'

(b) Ittr G

1 1 ext

The solution for this harmonic is the

Hence

1 1 lP

(8s)

(86)R +R(a) I ôivt + IH -H G
1 extG

2 1

Appropriate sine and cosine factors aTe then applied to these

anplitudes in orcler t-o evaluate the contrj-bution of this har-

monic (rnth) to the rabsoluter resuLts at 'the desired circumfer-



ential

1at- ing

locations.

the absolute

96.

The final solution is obtained by acculììu-

results for all Fourier harrnonics.

3,4 Analysis of Diaphraqm Structure

The analysis of a diaphragrn structure requires much

more calculation than the analysis of a primary structure with

the same number of folded she1l. elernents. One reason f or the

extra calculation is that particular solutions associa.ted ivith

distrj.buted diaph.ragn redundants are more complex than those

associated with externally applied laterally-uniform 1oac1s. As

described in Section 3.2, each linearly distributed redundant

can be considered as the sun of two triangular1-y distributed

redunclants. Particular solutions associated v¡ith the latter

aÍe d.erived in de tai1 io S"ction 3.4.7. A description of t'he

general methocl of solving a loaded diaphragm structure is then

given in Section 3 .4 .2.

Just as there are some restrictions on the values of

ß in the analysis of a prinary structure, So there aTe some

adclitional restrictions on the values of ß in the analysis of a

diaphragrn structure. Specì-fica11y for any fiai- plate which is

connected to an internal diaphragm, the chosen particular sclu-

tions cannot be used when ß = LrZrSr4, or 5. However, for the

coïrespolding ha::monics, the f1at plate can again be treated as

a special case of a conical she11.
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3 " 4.1" Pa-rticular solutions associated with lrian u-
1ar1y clistribute 1ap Iagm re un ants

Cylindrical she11 element

(a) Let the applied normal load per unit sur-

face area be q = ZC^I(**b1)sinßö, where ul_ and b1 are constants

(indepenclent of x) obtained from Fourier expansion (4.13).

Then ecluatì-on system (4a-c) must be modified to include a load

term on the right hand side of equation (4c).

- lxznz- K, Ju (x) - tK,RD lv (x) -RDtt<rR2o2*ro Jw (x) 0 ...(B7a)

. . . (87b)

...(88a)

. ..(8Bb)

- [K,RD]u (x) + ¡ rrnzD 2 +K6lv (x) + ¡xrRzD 
2+K8lw (x)

- RD IKsR
2 +r( 

4lu 
(x) *¡xrnzn?*K8 lv (x) * [ttnR4n4+r, oRznz 

*l(11 ]w (x)

u = Zc(crx+dr)sinßQ

v = ZC(erx+fr)cosßQ

w = Za(erx+it)sinß0

0

2
D

zC^1,(x+br) (1-v 2 2
)R

. . . (87c)

Equati-ons (87a-c) constitute a non-homogeneous system, and the

cornplete solution is the sum of a conplementary soluti on and a

particular solution. For the particular solution, the following

expressions are chosen.

. . . (88c)



where .1, dl, "1, f 1, 81,, il
(88a-c) are substituted into

(89a-c) result.

(KoKrr - rfrl er'

are constants. If expressions

equations (87a-c), equations

a, (x+b1) (1-v

98.

...(8ea)

. . . (8sb)

...(8ec)
2 2

- [ -Krl (crx+dr) - tKZR]"t- [K+R]gr 0

- [KzR].1* tK6 I (erx+fr) * [Kg J (srx+ir) 0

- [K+R].1_* [K, 1 (e1**f1) * [K' J (srx+i1)

It follows that

t1 0

d
(KoK+ - K8r(2 ) urRs (r - u 

2)

1 (K6K11 - K ) KlEh
B

KrarR
')

(1- v
)

e

R)

)

rrarbrRz (r-uz)

1

f
1 (KoKrr-rflEn

KUarR
') 2(1-v )

Ey
(KoKrr-rfrlEn

Ko1 rb rR (1 -v )

1 (KoKrr - r<!i n'

2
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(b) Let the applied in-plane load per unit

surface area be p = XC"l_(x*b')sinßQ. Then equation system

(4a-c) must be noclified to include a load term on the right hand

side of equation (4a).

- [n2n2 -K, 1u (x) - tK2RD]r' (x) -RD IttrRzoz +K4]w(x)

xcrl (x+b1) ¡r-v2;nZ
Eh

... (eoa)

. . . (eob)

.. .(e0c)

... (e1a)

- [K,RDlu (x) * ¡xrRzl2+i(u ]v (x) *[rrnzn2+KB ]rv (x) 0

- RD IKsRz Dz *K 
4]u (x) + ¡rrnzo 2+KB lv (x) * ¡rnR4l4*KloR2n 

2 +K!, lw (x)

For the particular solution, the following expressions are

chosen.

u = XC (crx+dr) s inßO

v = Xa(e z**fr)cosßÔ

w = XC (g z**ir) sinß0

. . . (elb)

. .. (e1c)

where .2, dZ, iZ are constants.

substituted into equations (90a-c),

If expressions (91a-c) are

equations (92a-c) result.
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...(e1a)

. . . (e1b)

... (e1c)

- [ -Krl (crx+dr) - tKZR]er- IK*RJg, =

- [KZR]cr+[KUJ (erx+f2)+[Kt)(srx+ir) = 0

- tK+Rl .z*lK,1 (ez**f z)*lKrf I (srx+ir) = Q

It follows that

2 (1- v 2

tÍh

"1R
)

c
2

dz

z

K Eh
1

arbrR2 (r-u2)
K

1

e 0

f

E2= o

2

(KzKr1 -K+Ka) rrR3 (r -u2)

(KoK+ - KsKz) rrRs (r - u2)
,2

(KoKrr - rfr) rrnr'

(c) Let the applied normal load per unit

surface area be q = zD^z(x+b2)sinß0' where ^2 
and bz are constants

(independent of x) obtained from Fourier expansion (A'14)' For

tlre particular solution, the following expressions aTe chosen'
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:i..rj
ll:

u = ZD(crx+dr)sinß0

10_1-.

. . . (eza)

. . . (sZb)

. . . (szc)

. . . (e1a)

. . . (esb)

. ..(esc)

v= ZoG3**f ,) cos ß0

w = TDGS**ir) sinßO

where .5, dS, iS are colLstants. The similartty between

tlris load case and load case (a) is obvious , and the values of

.5, dS, iS can be deduced directly from the expressions for

.1' df il respective:-y by appropriate change of subscripts.

(d) Let the applied in-plane load per unit

surface area be p = xDu|(x*bz)sinßÖ' For the particular solu-

tion, the following exfressions are chosen'

u = XD(.4**dO)sinßÖ

v = Xo(eOx+f4)cosß0

w = xD(Box*io)sinßO

where.4, d4,

this load case

of .4, d4,

for .2, dZ,

subscr:ipts.

i+ are constants. The sini1_atity between

and load case (b) is also obvious, and the values

,4 can be deducecl directly from the expÏessions

iZ respectively again by appropriate change of



Flat p1.ate ele¡nent

(a) Let .the applied norrnal load per unit

surface area be q = ZcuL(x+b1)sinß0, where ^! 
and b1 are

constants (independent of x) obtained fron Fourier expansion

(4.15) . Then equation (1Bc) nust be moclified to include a

load term on the right hand s j-de.

1.2x4 z.a, (x+b, ) (r - vz)

tnf -+nf - zG-szDl*4ø2Dr+sz (s2-+) l*(*)

L02.

...(e4)

where x = *o"t ancl D, = $t For the particular solution,

the following expression is chosen.

w = Za(crx5*drx4)sinßQ ...(es)

where .1 and dl ar.e constants. If expïession (95) is substitu-

ted into equation (94), two equations rnay be cleduced. The first

is obtainecJ by equating the coefficients of "5t, 
ancl the second

is obtained by equating the coefficients of "4t. 
Hence

tlar(r - u2)
,whereg+3or5c

Ilarb, If - v2)

Eh 3

l-

dr

Ehs ( zzs-34g'*ßo)

¿ nBa)
,where g+2 or 4
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(b) Let the applj-ed in-plane load per unit

surface area be p = XCo'(x+b1)sing0. Then equation system (18a)

and (1-8b) nust be modified to include a load term on the right

hand side of equation (18a).

lr'"-(1.?ß'))u(x) *r åf 1+v)or*å(s-v) lv(x)

z 2XC"1(x+br)x (1- v ) .. . (96a1

. . . (e6b)

... (e7a)

...(e7b)

r$rt*u)Dr*å(3-v) lu(x) .l+D|- rø?'*?) lv(x) 0

For the particular solution, the following expressious aTe

chos en .

u = xa (crx3* dz*') sinßo

v = xc ("2*3*frxz)cosßQ

wlrere .2, d,Z, "2, 
f Z aïe constants. If expressions (97a) and

(97b) are substituted into equations (96a) and (96b), two

equations may be obtained by equating coefficients of "3t, 
and

two further equatì-ons may be obtained by equating coefficients

of 
"2t 

. These four equations ca1 be written as fo11ows.
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... (e8a)

. . . (e8b)

. . . (e8c)

. . . (e8d)

a, (1- v )

lKztT.z lKzzf. z
0

[Krn 1c,

lKz:J)d2

+

+ IK lf

lKzof. z Eh

K
20

K

z4 .)
þ

25
+ IK lfIK ld 2 z6 2

0

where

K 8
19

K
?,7

K 3
23

ß

g (3+v)

1-v-z- g2

ßz

2v9

4(1-v)-ß
)

22

I

z

It follows that

tz (K K

d )

a, (1 -rz)xzz

19 22 ztKzg) Err

$cr- sul

*ct-v) - ß 
2

g+2 or 4

1--vz- z4

26

K

KKzs (5+v)

e
2

a, (1 -rz)rezt
Tffi

rrbl (1-vz)Kzow
orbj.(t-u2)Kzs

,,
L (Kzsf

Z6
-K 25

K ?4 )Eh

B+7 or 3
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(c) Let the applied norrnal load per unit

surface area be q = Zn^Z(**b2)sinSþ, where 
^?, 

and bZ are

constants (independent of x) obtained from Fourier expansion

(4.16). For the particular solution, the following expression

is chosen.

I4I = Zo (crx5*ds*4) ...(ee)

... (1oob)

e z)

where 
"S 

and d, are constants. The values of t3 and dS can

be deduced directly fron the expïessions for.l_ and dt respec-

tively.

(d) Let the applied in-plane load per unit

surface aTea be p = XDu? (x+br)sinßo. For the particr'rlar solu-

tion, the following expressions are chosen.

.. . (100a)u = xD (.4*5 *d 
4x2) 

s inßo

v = xo (e 4*3* 14*') cos $Q

where c 4',
d4, u4, fq are constants. The values of .4, d4, u4,

fn can be deduced directly from the expressions for .2, dZ,
+.

f n respectively
I

I

I

i
I

I
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Conical she1l element

(a) Let the applied normal load per unit

surface area be q = Zcrl(x+br)sinß0, where ^l- 
and bl are

constants (independent- of x) obtained from Fourier expansion

(4.17) . Wilson assumes that normal surface loads can be ex-

pressed according to equation (59). If 
,,n27 

=Fh-the coefficients Z' must be chosen such that r

ZO = Kzl^t(br+ahr) Za

Zt = KZZut(4b1*5ahr) Za

Z s = KZTUI(4bt*1-0ahr) Za

Z + = KZTUI (b 
r+ 5 ahr) Z,

zs KZTu:uh|7,C

and Z zl 0

zz KZ7^7 (6br*10ahr) Za

6

(b) Let the applied in-plane load per unit

surface area be p = XCul_(x+b1)sinß$. Wilson assunes that in-

plane surface loads can be expressed according to equation (65).

If KZS =

such that

¡atrr) 
2h,

3 F
then the coefficients X' rnust be chosen



t
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Xo = Kz*ar(br+ahr)Xa

Xt = Kzrar(2br+3aht)Xa

Xz = Kzeur (b1+3ah1)XC

X
3

Kz guluhtxc

and X 0
4

(c) Let the applied norrnal load per unit

surface area be q. = ZDuZ(x+b2)sinßQ, where uZ and bZ are

constants (independent of x) obtained from Fourj.er expansion

(4.18) . The values for the coefficients zn can be deduced

directly front load case-'(a).

(d) Let the applied in-p1ane load per unit

surface aTea be p = xDu|(x+b2)sinßo. The values for the coeff-

icientr xn can be decluced directly from load case (b).

3.4.2 General method of solution

In the following paragraphs, a brief

description is given of the solution of a folded she11 strttcture

with one or more internal diaphragns. For every Fourier har-

mon]-c, the prirnary structure is analysed under the influence of

a1l external 1oads, and the absolute displacement cornponents at

the cli.aphr:agm recluncla.nt locat.iols are accumul ated ' Af ter a

sufficient number of Fourier terms have been considered to

5
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ensure adequate convergence , the reclundants are calcul ateð, by

enforcing the app::opriate compatibility and equilibriun condi-

tions. The redurrdants alone are then applied

structure, ancl the results from this Fourjer analysis are added

to those obtained earlier, in order to give the final solution

for the conplete diaphragm structure.

Definition of diaphragn redundant mat::ix PO

The assumed nature of aII diaphragm

redundants j.s detailed in Section 3.2. A matrix Pl can be

defined as the column matrix which is to contain the absolute

values of all of these, incl.uding both 'distributedr surf ace

redundants (Figur:e 3.2) _ and, f concentrated' l-ine-1oad j oint redutr-

dants (Figure 3.3). Before Pn can be e-,¿aIuated, it is necessarY

to fornulate what effects these loads alone would have on the

pri.rnary structure. Only the nth harmonic will be considered in

descri-bing this inportant part of the conìp1ete solution. Dia-

phragn conpatibility and equilibrium conditions will then deter-

rnine the actual values of the redundaltts.

Fixed- ed e stress resultants i-nduced b unit
VA ues o e sti: ute a TA re u11 ants

to the primary

ür,t
,l

1

I

In Section 3.4.7, particular solutions

associated with th.e various triangularly distributed redundants

acting on each elernent are d.erived. Fixed-edge solutions in-

cluced by unit val.ues of the reclunclants can be obtained fron these

by using the salne general procedure as described in Section

Ì
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3.5.2 for obtaining the fixed-edge solutions induced by distri-

buted Latera]1y-uniforn external 1oads. Stress resultants thus

found aTe later used during the assernbly of the lnatrix Pt'

Joint load rnatrix P J

[tr * Lz7 P P
D

( 101)

As described in Section 3.3'4, there ate

two contributions to the joint 1oac1 natrix Pr. In consideritrg

the influence of diaphragm redundants on lhe prinary structure,

one contribution is dtre to the direct application of concen-

trat.ed line-1oad joint redundants, and the other is rlue to the

indirect application of joint loads caused by the action of clis-

tributed r-edundants under fixed-edge conditions. P, nay there-

fore be assenbled in two'stages as suggested by the following

matrix equation.

L-
JD

P¡

i

Matrix Ll is derived dire ctLy from the Fourier expansion (A'2)

for unit values of the concentrated joint line-1oad redundants

directly incluced by diaphragn action. Matrix LZ is assembled

fron equal and opposite reactions to the calculated fixed-edge

stress resultants indirectly induced by unit values of the dis-

tribirted redundants. During this assembly procedure ' appro-

priate coordinate transformations rnust be perforned to ensure that

the coillp1ete j oint 1oac1 matrix P.l is f i-na11y obtained in global

coordinates .



Joint displacernent matrix À.1

110 .

(1_02)

j oint loads P

cornponents A¡

The equation rvhich

to the corresponding curved

can be written

relates the curved

j oint displacernent
J

P L P Ks A
J 3 J

and so

L
3

P
D

(103)

Dis lacement cotìt onents at the locations c¡f
a ap ragm re un ants

(a).. 
_Due 

so1e11' to joint movenents:

Under these conditions, 1et Ât denote

the column natrix which is to contain the contribution of this

harmonic (nth to the absolute displacement conponents at the

locations of the diaphragm redundants. (lvlatrix At is thus the

same size as rnatrix Pl). By considering only the homogeneous

solutions of the differential equation systerns of each folded

she11 elernent, and by performing appropriate coordinate trans-

formations , a matTix E, can be assembled such that

^J
(104)

It follows from equation (103) that

D

_1
Â.1 =Ksr

at=E1

D

{

A
L

E
1_

K
S

-1
L

3
P (10s)
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(b) Due so1e1y to the action of distributed
redundants uncler fixed*edge conditions :

Uncler these conditions, 1e t LZ denote

the colurnn natrix which is to contain the contributi.ou of this

harnonic to the absolute displacenent components at the locations

of the diaphragm l-edundants. (LZ is the same size as both Al

and p¡). By consiclering combined complenentary and patticular

solutions of the differential equation systems of each folded

shell element, a lnatrix Ez can be assernbled such that

Lz=Ez P
D

(106)

In order to obtain the net contribution

of this harmonic, the fiãtrices At and LZ are to be added' Flence

^
A +

1

IE K
1 S

tI

Lz

D
E.

J

-t Ls * Ez) P
D

(107)P

Diap hragn flexibili.ty matrix

The contributions A for each harrnonic

must be accumulated as indicated by equation (108).

tI
n=1

E-
J lPtAl

m=1

(1oB)



This equation rnay be wlitten as fol1ows.

l-\ F P
D D

Equation (109) defines the direct relationship

absolute diaphragn displacement components and

Ltz.

(r_ o e)
D

bel.ween the

the values of

rnatrix F isllthe diaphragm redundants , and therefore the square

the true diaphragm flexibility matrix.

Dis lacernen't c onents at the locations of
a. LA TA l:e u1l an S uetot eac 10n
o externa oa son e prrmary s tructure

The general tnethod for solving the prob-

lein of external 1oacls on a prirnary structttre is outlined in

Section 3.3.4. For each Fourier harntonic, the absolute values

of the displacement components at the locations of the diaphragm

redundants are calcul ateð.. These values are then accunulated

for all harmonics. Ârn is chosen to denote the column matrix
o

which contains the final va lues associated with al-T moveabl.e

d.iaphragms, and 4,, is chosen to denote the column matrix which
o

contains the final values

diaphragns.

associated with all unmoveable

Diaphragn comp atibility equation

Let the

redundants whi-ch corresPoncl to

column matrices of diaphragrn

and Pmu
^m ^u

oo
ancl beP
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respectively, where P, and P' together constitute the column 
(

rnatrix PO. Since each diaphragrn is assuned to be infinitely

rigid in its own p1ane, then for each moveable diaphragm, only

three absolute displacement conponents at any location on the

dia.phragrn aTe necessary to define the final in-p1ane rigicl body

movements. For convenience, displacement conponents (two

linear; one rotational) at the same curved joint are chosen for

all moveable diaphragns. Let ô* denote the column matrix v¿hich

is to contain the total number of these rigid body displacements.

Tlren a natrix B can be assembled ill such a way that if ôR is

premultiplied by B, the resulting column matrix will contain the

rigid body displacement components at all ledundant locations

associated with noveable diaphragrns. The general compatibr_Li.ty

equation can therefore bà written as fol-1ows, where partitions

are used to indicate the contributions of both moveable and un-

moveable diaphragms.

FAu
o

A
m

+

F
Duu um

nu mm

D

D

ô
R

(110)
D

o

Equi libriurn ecluation f or moveable dí aphrasms

so1e1y.by

expre s s ed

BT

where BT

All rnoveable

the folded she1l structure,

by the equation

P = 0
m

diaphragms are supported

and so equilibrium is

( 111)

is the transpose of natrix B
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Diaphragm redundants

Equations (1-10) and (111-) are combined

and solved as indi.cated by equation (ILZ) '

-I
Au

o

^-m
o

0

F
DPu

P_nq

Fn
umuu

00

0

(1.L2)
D

mu
B

B

The actual values of the diaphragrn redundants can be calculated

from this equa.tion. should all diaphragrns be moveable, then

,O.r.r, ,Orrr, t'*r, are ú.7 (0 x 0) rnatrices ' Should all diaphragns

be unmoveabl.e,"'T1,."r, ,o.r*, uo^.r, oorr, BT are all (0 x 0)

rnatrices. Once the reclundants are known, their influence on

the primary structure can be evaluated by using the er¿uations

developed earlier.

Final results in nember coordinates at
SC ecte po]-nts on ea e enÌen

For every Fourier harrnonic, due to the

presence of the diaphragm loads PD, equation (83) must be rnocli-

fiecl to lnclude additional particular solutions on the right

hand side. It then becornes

R C+H P + P (1L3)
(b) 1 2 ext 3 diaph

where Pdiapl, 1s the column matrix r¡hich contains the actual

values of all clistrjbutecl diaphra-gm redltnda'nts acting on this

elenent. (There are four such redundants per diaphragilr) '

HH

mm
D



Sirnilarly, equation (8aa) rnust be nodifj.ed to include add.itional '

particular solutions on the ttr^a hanil side. Therefore

G l.P

115.

(114)

(1Ls)

(116)

ô

C -G

G C+ Gt extM

G+IG1 'P"*t

P + Gz diaphP 0

-1

From equation (11-4) , it follows that

-1

a (b) 1-

? Pdiaph

I .ôu* [H2-H1. G
1- ext

l

and so equation (1-L3) can be written

-1
R IH -H G G lP +

(b) 2 l_

The solution for this harmonic is the sun of R

Hence

IH G
1 -1

G l. P

1 EXL [H3-H1 . G diaph?,

(a) and R

+

(b)'

R +R
( )

G l. P Gr7)
2 diaph

Appropriate sine and cosine factors are then applied to these

arnplitudes, and the final solution is obtained by accumulating

the absolute results for aLl- harnonics.

3.5 Summary

In the preceding description of the folded she11

nethod of analysis, extensive use is made cf clirect matrix

[Hr-Hr. G- 
1
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algebra. With the exceptions of the two component rnatrices

(G and H) required in the fornation of the element stiffness

matrices, for the sake of brevity the detailed assembly of the

various matrices j.s not discussed. Horvever, al.l- of the funda-

mental jnformation necessary for their assernbly is given, and in

each case, only simple substitutions and ntanipulationé are

necessary. (Further details of the assembly of these rratl:ices

are given in Appenclix C, where a simple three-element foldec1

she11 structure v¡ith a single diaphragrn is considered as an'

illustrative example). It is for this l:eason that the whole

procedure is suitable for progranming on a Iatge - capacity, high-

spced digital computer. Consequetrtly, a general prograilì known

as FOLSHEL has been prepared, to analyse folded she11 structures

with or without internal diaphragms. Approximately .3'000

separate FORTRAN IV statements are involved, and this fact enL-

phasizes the extrernely large number of cal-culatíon steps in the

conplete solution. IIowever, in spite of its Jength, the plogram

is very sirnple to use. The exact format of al_L requiÏed input

ð.ata is car:efully specified, and the computed results are printed

in tables r,¡ith appïopriate headings. (Further cc¡mment on the

FOLSHEL prograrn is given in Appendix D) .

At first sight, it woulc]. appeaÏ that separate treat-

ment of the f¡at plate and cylindrical elements is unnecessarY,

aS these could perhaps be considered aS particular cases of a

general conical shel-1 element. The reason for naintaining the

tliÏee eleliten'[ typcs. is that the so]-ut.itrii of a conic-a1 shel-1
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requires much more computational effort than the solution of

either of the other two types, due to the presence of infinite

series which must be evaluated for every Fourier harmonic.

However, since the chosen flat plate particular solutions cannot

lre used when ß = Ir 2r 31 4, or 5, then for these particular

harmonics on1y, each fl_at plate is analysed automatically as a

degenerate conical she11 by the FOLSIIEL program. This technique

is considered preferable to the alternatirre of deducing and.

progranrning special particular solutions. ,

Throughout al'L of the calculations, the key to the

nethod is the sinple natrix formulation of the eighth order cliff-

erential equations, as detailed in Section 3.3.t. This pro-

cedure is an extension of an original suggestion by JENKINS 
(II4)

in Ig47, followed up by SCORDELIS and LO(115) in Lg64, concerning

the matrix analysis of cylindrical she1l segments supported

along their straight (generator) edges.
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4 EXPERIMENT'AL INVEST I GAT I ON

4.1 Introduction

No natter how sophisticated an analysis rnay be,

its true worth cannot be evaluated until it has been checked

against experi-nental values obtained from the real structures

lvhich the theory atternpts to represent. As part of the present

study, two plasti.c models of curvecl box beans l\rere constructed

and tested to check the preclictions of the f olded she11 theor;'.

For aîy curved box beam structure with internal

diaphragms, the FOLSHEL pïogra)n includes an analysis of the

prinrary structure. A nodel of a typicaL twin-ce11 primary

structure was built to check the accuracy of this portion of the

calculation procedure. '*'Another rnoclel was then constructecl

sinilar to the first, except for the inclusion of a single move-

able diaphragrn at quarter span. In this chapter, the fabrjca-

tion, instrumentation, and testing of these models are clescribed.

4.2 Selection of Materials

In the folded she11 analysis, it is assumed that each

she1l element is isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic.

Some commercial plastics closely approximate these requirements 
'

an<l since they also have 1ow moduli of elasticity and are simple

to machine and fabricate into curved shapes, they are ideal for

rnodelling curved box beam bridges.

I,IALLACE(116) condr.rcted an extensive investigation

into the elastic properties of a few commercial therrnoplastics
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rvhich have previously been used for .structural model analyses (117 
'

l-18,I19) . Special attention hras given to the effects of cïeep,

tentperature, ancl relative huniditl" He concluded that the

P.V. C. plastic known as Vybak i^ras a superior modelling material.

AccordinEIy, nodels for the current investigation l{ere fabricated

from flat sheets of rigicl grey Vybak, notnín aIIy 'r" thick.

During a series of tes'ts conclucted at the University

of Adelaide concerning the bonding of plastics, it rvas di.scovered

that Vybak could be efficiently rco1c1-welded' by using a commer-

cial dental repair naterial lcnown as Prothoplast Subiton. This

is suppliecl in the f orm of a clear liquid and a f ine white pol','der.

When mixed, a chemical reactiou occuïs, ultimately resulting in

the formation of a transparent so1id. Almost full strength is

achieved only a few minuies after the nixing. Preliminary bend.-

ing and 1-.ensi1e tests on a number of joint types inclicated that

the welcl strength was v¡e11 in excess of that recluired to ensure

perfectly rigid connections bettt¡een Vybak members loacled to the

linit of the elastic range, clained by lrra1lace(11ó) to be approx-

inately 3,200 p.s.i. since cured Prothoplast subiton is

essentially an acrylic plastic, its ntodulus of elasticity is con-

sidered to be sufficiently close to that of Vybak for it to be

used as a suital¡1e gap-fi1ling weld naterial. No special joint

preparation is tlecessaÏy to achieve excellent bonding.

4.3 Construction and Testins of Prirnary Structure

4.5.1 Dinieusi-ons

Mid.clle-surface d.ilnensions of the chosen cross
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section are shown in Figure 4.L. The cross section was

symmetrical about the vertical centre-1ine, ancl a1-L elements were
1il

i thick. (These proportions are sinilar to those of typical '
modern prestressed concrete elevated roadway bridges). The

curved beam subtended an angle of ó0o at the axis of rotation,

and superelevation was taken to be zero. For future referettce,

j oints are numbered I, 2, B and folded she1l elements aTe

numbered (1), (2) (9) as shown in Figure 4.2. Joint I

represents the inner radius (56") of the curved box beam, and

joint 1. represents the outer radius (49"). Preliminary runs

with the FOLSHEL progranì indicated that a Vybak moclel rvith these

dinensions would give suitable elastic deflections and strains

when loaded with a concentrated load of approximately 150 1b. at

rnidspan.

The nethod of supporting the bean is schem-

aticatly shown in Figure 4.3. (Details of end diaphragms aTe

oinitted from this sketch) . Slender c-olumns {f," VyUut ¡ were

clampecl at their bases, and. Ìveïe rigidly connected (welded) to

the box beam ends. Two factors governed the choice of the free

column length. When the bridge was loaded:

, (a) Bending noments induced about the beam-column inter-

ì sections should be as smal-l as possible in order to

simulate the desired sirnple support condition

(b) The columns should not buckle

As a conpronise, 15t' was chosen.
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4.3.2 Construction

Thebeamwasconstructedasanassenrlrlyof

trvo f-Lat plates (top and bottom flanges), one cylindrical she11

(central web), and two conical shells (inner and outer lvebs)'

These five pieces were f irst derrelopecl on a plane sheet of l"
Vybak. Their lateral dirnensions a're shown in Figure 4'.4.

Radial lines corïesponding to 50 increments on the final struct'uÏe

were s cribed on both s ides of each piece . In additlon, circ.ular

arcs were scribed to i.ndicate lateral division of elements (3)

and (6) into four equal parts , and lateral divisicn of the rernaiD-

in.g seven el ernelts into three equal parts. (Divis j on was basecl

on the rniddle-surface dimensions of Figure 4'1)'

Each.piece was t}ren cut from the plane sheet,

ancl machined to its coÏ1.ect Tai'eral- diinensions. HoweveÏ,

serreral inches'h/ere left in excess of the circunferential clirnen-

sions. There were two important Ïeasons for this excess.

(a) During the rvelding sequence, the extra length of the

three web pieces would enable their desired constant

curvature to be maintainecl even at the extrene ends

of the bearn.

(b) After all five pieces had been welded together, a

single vertical cut at each end of the beam would

automaticallyensuTe"aperfectlyplanarfinish'

Edges of the central rveb were machinecl at 45o as shown in Figure

4.4, in preparation for t.he rlouble-'vee butt ',','e1ds rvhich were to

eventually connect them to the top and bottom flanges' At



this stage, those strain gauges which had to finish on

of the conpleted box beam hlere applied to each piece.

1.24.

the ins i cle

(Det ai l.s

of all instrunentation are given in Section 4-3"3).

The chosen welciing sequence is shown in

Figure 4.5

[a) (b)

[c) (d)

Figure 4.5 Welding sequence

Figu::e 4.5(a) indicates the connection of the vertical web to

the invertecl top f 1ange. The web was cold-bent into its correct

lateral posì-tion by clarnping it so that the concave surface was

held vertical and flush against a template of appropriate radius

(42.375"). Gaps were provided in the tenplate to avoid inter-

ference with the strain gauges previously affixed to the top

f lange ancl the conc.ave surf ace of the l,veb. The outer half of

the connectirrg butt weld was completed along the fu1l bearn length,

and after removal of the ternplate, the inner half r¡as completed.

The tTt-shaped structure thtls formed was then inverted and

clampecl in position oI1 the botton f lange as indicated in
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Figure 4.5(b). Several spacers were used to niaintain the

Tequirecl 2" clistance between the top ancl botton f langes. Plate

4.L shows a view of the clamped structure in convenient angrrlar

position for conpleting the outer half of the required connecting

butt we1d. By reversing the inclination of the supporting tabie,

the inner half rvas also completed. At this stage, the model

appeared as shorvn in Plate 4.2. Fi-g¡res 4.5(c) and 4.5(c1) in-

clicate the external fi11et lveld connections of the inclin.ed webs

to the top and bottom flanges. Each web was colt1-bent and posi-

tioned so that for eveïy cross section along the structuLe, point

to point contact rvas establishecl bettn¡een it ancl the botton flange.

A series of stitch rvelds r{as used to ntairrtain this conditi on.

plate 4.5 shows one of -the inclíned rvebs af ter being stj-tch-welcjed

to the botton f lange. Since the lateral dimension of each rvel¡

hacl been accgrately naintained- during the fabricatiou, sevet'al

t-emplates cut to exactly 1-200 were used to est,ablish the correct

contact arc between the web and the top f1ange. The exact

nature and use of these templates are shor¡n in Figure 4.6.

Stitch rr¡elds were agai.n used to naintain this conclition throughcut

tlre ful1 length of the beam. FinaIIy, all four fi11et welds lvere

completed, and the beam was cut to length at the 0o and 60" cross

sectj-ons . Plate 4 .4 shows the noc1e1 j ust prior to being cut to

length.

End cliaphragms a.nd suppol:ting columns l{Iere to

be macle fronì 1" vybak. Holes tüere drilled in each diaphragrn+'
to ensul-e uliif o::n ternperatnre conilitions ins j de aud outsi de of
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PLATE 4.I Model in positiotr
for welding vertical web to
botton flanse.

\

I

\
PLATE 4.2 Model after
completion of vertical web

\'butt welds.
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PLATE 4.3 Model after stitch- PLATE 4.4 Mode I after comp let ing

welding one

flange.
inc l ine d web to b ottom all inclined web fi1let welds.
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Fi re 4.6 Te lates used to establish location of
nc ne we - top ange connec I On

Figure 4.7 End vierv of completed model
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the bean, and to enable the internal strain gauge leads to be

brought to the outside. Each portion of the diaphragìr was fittecl

to the shape of the end cross section, and was positioned so that

half of its thj.ckness projected beyond itt" end of the bean.

SiniIarT.y, each column was positioned so that half of its thick-

ness also projected beyond the end of the bean. Sufficient we1c1

rnaterial was then applied to connect the curved bea.m elements to

the p:rotruding pieces. In the end view of the completed model

shown in Figure 4.7 , this weld naterial is in<licatecl by the

hatched areas. Plate 4.5 shows a view of the nodel at this

stage. The total length of the columns was 2L" so that 6" could

be used for bolting then to steel supporting frames, leaving the

desired l-5" unsupported.- A general view of the completecl nodel

mounted in positiorr on the steel frames is shown in Plate 4.6.

4.3,3 Instrumentation

Deflections and strains

selected points on the beam by means of dial

resistance strain gauges respectively.

were measured at

gauges and electrica-l

t
I
I

I

r
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PLATE 4.5 ConPleted model before

bolting i sition for testing.
PLATE 4.6 Mo de1 during load test.

H
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Measurement of deflections

Figure 4. 8 shows a plan view of the top

Lst.

É.

flange of the bean.

l-

É
lo

Fi ure 4.8 Locations of dial au CS

an S raln au es on er
suï ace o top ange

Joints 1, 2, 41 6 and 8 are cleat]-y marked, together with the

surface grid lines described in Section 4.3.2. Seven dial

gauges were mounted. vertically at the locations narked by smal 1

circles. In aclclition to these, âr extra dial gauge graduatecl in

ten-thousandths of an i.nch was placed at each of the four corners

of the top flange in order to me.asure vertical rnovernents induced

by complession and in-pl.ane rotation of the end columns' (The

Iatter measLlrenents were extremely important, since the effects

of any rigid bociy in-p1ane movements of the end diaphragms had

#



to be subtracted fronr the total deflections measured by the

seven internal gauges, before afrY direct comparisons could be

made between the experimental results at these points and the

corresponcling theoretical fol.ded she11 predictions. A sinple

linear interpolation and extrapolation procedure based on the

measured corner deflections was used itl order to decluce the

appropriate quanti.ties to be subtracted). All eleven dial

gauges were supported by independent steel frames as shown in

Plate 4.6.

Measurernent of strains

Figure 4.9 indi cates the strain gauges which

were used throughout the experinental investigation of both the

primary and cliaphragm structural rnodels. o
o

r32.

o

¡ 35"

(a) Ordinary strain gauge (b) Straj-n gauge rosette

Fieure 4.9 Strain gauges

All gauge lengths were 2 nrn. For the prirnary structure model,

these gauges were used to nteasure strains at selected pointS on

the 25o cross section and also at selected points on the upper
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surface of the top flange. Sínce only three gauges are nec-

essary to define the complete surface strain condition at the

location of a rosette, the fourth gauge is redundant and can

therefore be gsed as a useful check. In this work, the gauge

marked 0o (Figure 4.9) was chosen as the redundant gauge'

Figure 4.10 shows the strain gauge instru-

rnentation at the 25o ôross section. Most gauges were placcd on

the interior surfaces of the box bean so that transient changes

in temperature due to the novenent of air in the vicinity of the

moclel would be reduced to a ninimum. As described in section

4.3.2, when the five component pieces of the model were j'nitial1y

developed, circular arcs were scribed on botli sides to índicate

lateral division of elem-ent.s (3) and (6) into four equal parts 
'

and lateral division of the remaining elements in.to three equal

parts. These arcs were used to locate the strain gauges so

that after the pi.eces urere welded together, the gauges finlshed

in the positions shown in Figure 4.10. Ordinary gauges aI'e

represented by sma11 dark rectangles " They ulere orientate<i to

recolcl lateral strains. RosetteS are Tep1esented by sna11 dark

circles. They were orientatecl so that the gauges marked 45o

(Figure 4.9) always pointed in the positive x-directions of the

appropriate nenrber coordinate systems. In Figure 4 .10, the

positive x-djrection of each element is indicated by an arrol{'

In addition to the strain gauges at the 25"

cToss sect.ion, f ive ordi r'aTy gauges were po-s itionecL to measure

circumferential strains on the upper surface of the top flange '
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(r)

(2)

Figure 4.10 Instrunented 25o cross section of r]-ma
s truc ure

r- - //-- ---'---// ----l

Fi ure 4.11 Four lateral load ositions al 30o
CTOSS SEC 10n
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Actual locations of these ga.uges are sholvn in Figure 4'.8.

All strain gauges were connectecJ to an auto-

matic strain gauge logger capable of reading up to 99 gauges in

approximately three minutes. Short reading tirnes \.\Iere necessary

to reduce the effects of cleep to a rnininum. Throughout any

1oacl test, cottstant curlent was rnaintained through every gauge

to reduce erroïs caused by transient heating. As eac-h gauge

hras read, a Value lfas automatically printed by an electronic

typewriter. Typed values \^rere later reducecl to actual strajus

by applying nultipliers which incorporated gauge resistances and

gauge factors. A view of the strain gauge logger i-s shown in

Plate 4,7 .

4.s.4 lication of loads and determination of
e ast c proper ES

l\Ieights were used to apply constant vertical

loads to the beam via a short knife edge aligned para11e1 to the

circumferentia.l- direction. (The actual length of the knife edge

was L,33", ivhich c-orresponded to a subtended angle of 2o at the

axis of rotation when the load was positioned immediately above

joint 6). A close-up view of the knife-edge arrangement is

shown in Plate 4. 8.

In or:der to obtain the values

modulus (E) and Poissonfs ratio (v) under exactly

ditions as for the loadecl beam, three rectangular

suspenclecl seÏi a:]ly betl,veen the kni f e edge ancl the

of Youngrs

the same colì-

spec].mens weru

1oad hauger.
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PLATE 4.7 Strain g auge logger with automatic tYPe-

writer display unit.
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PLATE 4.8 Close-uP v iew of knife edse arrangement.
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These specimens were rnachined from the same sheet of Vybak as

was used to fabri.cate both the prirnary. structure model and (later)

the diaphragrn structure mode1. The first specimen was taken

parallel to one edge of the original sheet. The second wa-s taken

at an angle of 45o to this edge, and the third was taken normal

to the edge. Opposite pairs of longitr.rdinal and lateral strain

gauges weïe applied to the faces of each rectangular specimen in

order to determine the values of E and v for every individual

load test. During aîy one test, a comparison of the values

inclicated by each specimen would give a measure of the degr:ee of

isotropy for the original Vybak sheet. Since the variation

was subsequently found to be alrvays less than 3%, a sinple average

of the values inclicated þy the three specimens was used in the

theoretical calculations

4.3.5 Test procedure

Four separate load tests were conducted,

coïresponding to four different lateral positions of the knife

edge load. acl:oss the central (30t) cross section of the beam.

These positions aïe indicated in Figure 4.LL. The experi-mental

procedure was identical for a1.1_ four tests, and the various

steps are described belorn¡.

(a) With zero weights on the hanger, the knife edge was

single weight (20 1b.) wasplacecl in pos ition. A

then appliecl '

(b) 'fhe strain gauge logger was switched on for some



Steps (c)

They were

for creep

138.

thirty rninutes to a11ow all strain gauges, including

those on the elastic property specimens, to reach

steady temperature conditions.

(c) zero readings were taken for all dial gauges and

strain gauges. Five weights of z0 1b. each we1.e

then simultaneously applied to the hanger, and after

f ive minutes, aIT clia1 gauge and strain gauge readings

uTere again taken*.

(d) The 100 1b. load was removed.

and (d) together consti.tuted. one zero-fu11 load cycle.

executed twice more, each time all.oluing five rninutes

recovery upon removal of the 1oad.

4.3.6 Processinq expe::irnental result s

(a) Since each of the four load tests 1{as executed three

times, the first step in processing the experimental

results was to obtain averages for the increments in

measured. deflections and strains due to the applied

1-00 1b. 1oacl.

(b) sirnple 1j-near interpolation and extrapolation was

used to correct the measured vertical deflections for

rigid body movements of the end diaphragms '

Preliminary tests
neasurabl e chatrge
cTeep.

that after 5 minutes, there was no
of the readir¡gs as a.Tesult of

showed
in ariy

f
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(c) Inspection of the rosette in Figure 4.9 indicates

clearly that apart from the gauge markecl 0o, all

three other gauges were a finjte clistance from the

centre of the rosette. Due to the presence of high

Lateral strain gradients, this shift had to be taken

into account before a comparison could be lnade between

the neasurecl strains and the strains predicted by the

folded she11 analysis. Consequently, b)' using the

predicted theoretical strain gradients at the rosette

centre, the experimental values of the three gauges

were modified to al1ow for their eccentri-city.

since the predicted gt".lients i.n the circumf erential dire ction

hleïe comparatively sma11, for the purpose of these calculations

tlrey ïIere taken to be zeTo. Once the experimental strains had

bee' transferred to the centre of the rosette, the texperimentalf

value of the shear strain could be found fron Mohrts circle

considerations in the usual I{Iay. Details of the calcttl ations

for eccentric rosette gauges are presented in Appendix E.

4.4 Construction and Te s trn of DiaphTaqm Str:uctur:e

4.4.I Dimensions

identical
thi ckness

diaphlagm)

to

of

DinensionsofthediaphragnstructureweÏe

those of the primary structure, except that the

the end cliaphragrns (and of the additional internal

\{a s
1ilonlv *'. The-i.hickness r\'¿ls recluced so that the,ö
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would also be
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the diaphragrns to cunved beam warping displacements

reduced.

4 .4 .2 Constructi-on

The same general method of constructíon r.{as

used for the diaphragm structure as for the prinary structure.

(Details of the strain gauge instruntentation required before the

assernbly of the five developed pieces a.re given ín Section

4.4.5). Ilowever, rvhen the model had reached the stage indicated

in Figure 4 .5 (b) , the internal diaphragrn was welded j-nto position

at the 45o cïoss section. Figure 4.I2 shols a vietv of the tl'¡o

halves of the diaphragm in their correct positions ready for

welding. This particular view is towards the 0o cross section.

E<lges in contact with the I-shaped structure lrlere machinecl olì

both sides, in preparation for double-vee butt we1ds. The ttvo

inclinecL eclges lvere machined from one side on1y, in prepa'rati on

for fi11et welcls whic.h weïe later to be applied from the nearer

open end. of the bean (60') after the stage indicated in l"igure

4. S (d) had been reached. Plates 4.9 and 4. 1-0 shorv two viervs of

the I-shaped structure with the interna.l diaphragm welded in

position.
The nethod of fixing the end diaphragms

supporting colun:ts in position was identical to that of the

primarl' struc-ture. Ilov¡ever, since the diaphraglns were only

thicl<, each portion (Figure 4.7) was posi.tionecl so that only
1 ll

ïU proj ectecl beyond the bearn encl.

and

1tt
8
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F ure 4.72 fnternal dia hra read for weldin

ure 4.1,3 Instrumented 25o cross section of
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PLATE 4.9 I -shaped model with internal diaphragn

1n position.

ÇÈç
l-3r

PLATE 4.f0 Close-up view of internal di aphragm
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4 .4 .3 Iris trumentation

In ord.er to measure any different effects

cau-sed by the internal diaphragm, the diaphragn structure l\'as

instrumented for stresses and strains at the same selectecl

points as for the primary -structure. However, solne additionai

strain gauge instrumentation was also provided. Instrunenta-

ti.on of the upper surface of the top flange was identical to

that shown in Figure 4. B.

The instrurnented 25o cross section of the

diaphragrn structure is sholn in Figure 4.t3. (Comparison with

Figure 4.10 reveals t.hat instead of using ordinary gauges at

half of the chosen poi.nts, rosettes were used throughout)' :

Orientation of aL1 rosettes u¡as the same for both rnodels ' :'ì

pig.rt" 4.1-4 shows the 35o cross section of

the diaphragrn structure and its associated strain gauge instru-

mentation. Once again, most of the gauges hiere placed on the

interior surfaces of the box beam in order to reduce the trans-

ient changes in temperature caused by movement of ait in the

vicinity of th.e node1. All gauges were ordinary, and weÏe

orientatecl to nea.sure circumf erential strains. unf ortunately,

the two gauges on el-ement (1) were damaged during cons tr-uction

of the moc1e1, ancl failed to operate during the load tests'

These gauges 11rere not replaced because they could not be removed

easily from the plastic without darnaging the smooth sur:face.

Sufficient experirnental evidence was obtainecl wit-hout them'
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a)

Fi ure 4.14 fnstrumented 35o cross section of
aap Tagm structure

LOAD TEST

1(Joint 6)

2 (Joint 4)

3 (J oint Z)

4 '(P1ate t5) )

0.36

0.36

0 .37

0.36

4.35x10

4.55x1-0

4.37x1.0

4. 55x10

5

5

5

5

0. 36

0.36

0. 36

0. 36

4.34x70

4.34x10

4. 38x10

4.38x10

5

5

5

5

vE (p .s .i.) vE(p.s.i.)
PRIMARY STRUCTURE DIAPHRAGM STRUCTURE

Table +.L Values of E and v
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The application of loads and deternination

of elastic properties, test pr.ocedure, and processing of experi-

nental results were all exactly as described in Sections 4.3.4,

4,3.5, and 4.3.6 resPectivelY.

4.5 Sumnary

For each of the four 10ad tests conducted on both

rnoc1e1s, values of E ancl v deterrnined by the suspended specimens

are tabulated in Table 4.1. These values weI'e used in the FOL-

SIIEL program to obtain theoretical predic'!ions for al-t quantities

measurecl experirnentally. (2L Fourier harnonics were used in

these analyses). Final experimental and theoretical results

for deflections and actual-surface lateral, circumferential, and

shear stra.ins are presented graphi caLly in Figures 4.. L5-4.34.

The experimental results are indj-cated by discrete points,

whereas the theoretical predictions are indicated by unifornly

dashecl lines. In Figures 4.15 , 4.L6, and 4.21'-4 '34, the

various lateral positions of the knife-edge load are indic.ated

by bold arrowheads. However , it should be remembereil that in

every case, the load was applied at the nídspan cross section

(30") and not at the instrumented cross sections (25o and 35")'

Where the strain results aïe shorvn for a particular

cross section (Figures 4.zL-4.34), only the niddle-surfaces of

the elements lvhich comprise that section are drawn, and aIl

strains are plottecl norrnal to these, Consequently, when

inteïpïetir1g the strailt results, Fi gures 4.10 , 4.L3, and 4,14
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should be considered in order to avoid any possible confusion

as to which actual-srrrfaces of the cross section are associated

with the plotted values. Due to the fact that the vertical

web was always instrumented on Þoth the concave and convex

surfaces, then in this case only are the corresponcling strain

results specifically identified. in each figure. Tensile and

compressive strains are indicated by plus ancl ninu, ,igrs res-

pectively. Since al.I of the strains in Figures 4 .21- 4'.34 are

plotted to the same sma1l scal.e, the act-ual values obtained from

both the theoretical and experinental analyses ate given, and

the rnagnitucLe of arty di^screpancy is theref ore clearly evident.

It is the experimental values r\'hich are wri.tten in brackets.

Discussion of the correlation between aI] theoret-

ical and experinental results is given in Sectj.on 5, logether

with some general cornments concerning the observed structural

behaviour of the tr'r¡o bridge nodels.
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5. DISCUSSION OF EXPEIIIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

Experimental results for deflections and actual--surface

strains, together with corresponding folded she1l predictions

are shown graphically in Figures 4.t5-.4.34. The figures are

arranged so that not only carr the experimentaT and theoreti cal

va.lues be directly compared, but the structural ef fects causecl

by the addition of a moveable diaplr.ragn at quarter span can be

readily assessed. (Elernentary calculations suggested that the

structural effects caused by the reduction of end diaphragnt

thj-cknes, fto* f," (prirnary structure) ao å" (diaphragrn structure)

would be negligible in comparj son with the effects due to the

presence of the extra internal diaphragn).

5.2 Comparison Between Theory and Experiment

5 .2 .1, Lateral and círcumferenti a1 rofil.es of t
an e ver 1Ca e ect ons 1 res

Inspection of the top flange vertical deflec-

tion profiles indicates that for all four load tests conductecl

on each model, there is very good agÏeenent between arry experi-

mental value and its corresponding theoretical prediction'

(For every profile, the naxinun discrepancy is within 4% of the

rnaximum deflection predicted anywhere on that profile) .

5.2.2 Circumferential rofiles of to flan eu
sur ace clrcum eren LA stra NS a res

an

For each folded shell tncldel, reference to

eï
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the appropriate circuntferential profiles reveals that the

agreement betlveen theory and experiment is again Verlz good for

the first three of the four load cases. (For.each of these

profiles, the maximum discrepancy is within B% of the maximum

predicted value). However, with the load positioned above the

centre of plate (3), the 27 tern FOLSHEL solution was obviously

insufficient to completely resolve ttre high strains and high

strain graclients which existed in both nodels. Consequentl-y,

this parti cul-ar load case was re-anal.ysed by consiclering 4L

Fourier harmonics, and the corresponcling circumferential stlain

results aTe plotted in Figures 4.1.9 and 4.20 as compound dashed
&

lines". The latter cuïVes then agree ver'y well with the ex-

perimental results except at the niclspan locations. Discrep-

ancies at these pointi àre i^argely due to the fact that in the

immediate vicinity of concentrated 1oads, a large number of

Fourier harmonics must be considered before proper convergence

is assured. In addition, the actual positioning of a gauge

becomes very cïitical where such extremely large straj-n gradi.eDts

occuT.

Iri nost of the theoretical .profiles plotted in other figur:es
for this load case, only thè 2'I terrn^ solution is pre:ented
as this was usually adequate to provi-de reliable predictioris
of the observed behaviour of both nodels. However, in
those few ¿lreas (near the load) l'¡here the 2t terrn solution
was not -sufficiently accurate to resolve the high st.rains
and high strain gradients, the 4L term solution is also
given.
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5.2.3 Lateral rofil-es of actual-surface lateral,
clTCUm erent a an S ear stra NS

For the profiles of lateral and circumfer-

ential strains (Figures 4.27-4.28, 4.33 and 4.34), there is good

general agreenìent betWeen theory and experiment. (For every

profile, the dì.screpancies at 90% of al-1 instrumented locations

aTe always less than 9% of the naximum predicted value). As

could be expected, hotr^rever, general a.greement for the dependent

shear strains (Figures 4.29- 4.32) is not quite as goocl. (For

each of these profiles, the discrepancies at 90% of all j-nstru-

rnented locations are always less than 76% of the ltaximuln pre-

d.icted value) . Nevertheless, it is eviclent that the folded

she11 analysis sti11 gives a close estimate of the true lateral

distribution of ,,rtf".".-shear strains.

5.2.4 Possible sources of error

The following is a list of some possible

causes of discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental

results presented in Figures 4.15 - 4.34.

(a) It is assumed in the folded shell analysis that

at every cross section along a structure, al.1-

joints are formed ideally as the point inter-

section of two or more element centroidal axes.

In the moclels, aII joints were a finite -size.

(b) There nay have been irnperfect bonding between

some of the electrical resistance strain

resI
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gauges an.d the Vybak surfaces to which they

hrere af f ixed.

(c) Additional 1oca1 stiffness is ahvays induced

due to the presence of any cenented strain

gauges. However, since both nodels v/ere con-

structed fto* |" Vybak, the magnitude of arry

such additional stiffness was minute.

(d) Snall etrors of up to 16" were detected in the

cross sectional dilnensions of the completed

nodels.

(e) The thicknes-s of Vybak was not constant through-

out the length and breadth of each elentent.

(Values varying from 0.22" to 0.27" were re-
1il

corded). A constant value of ä- 11s assuned

in all theoretical calculations.

tf) Experimental strains were measured by the strain

gauge logger to an accuracy of t3 nicrostrain.

(g) In areas of high 1oca1 strain gradients, aîy

slight errors nade in the translational or ro-

tational positionitrg of a strain gauge would

'have caused apparent errors in the results.

(h) A number of preliminary tests on the completed

models indicated that ar:y errors made iu the

lateral positioning of the knife-edge load

would induce corresponding significant changes

in the experilnental resìl1ts, particul arly for

lateral strains and shear strains '
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(i) The finite bending stiffness of the slender

supporting columns induced corresponding small

bending noments about the ends of the two

nodels. Flowever, further preliminary tests on

the completed models indicated that aLL experi-

mental results were relativel-y insensitive to

the application of encl bendirlg moments of thi-s

order.

( j ) All rnodel diaphragms had finite out-of -p1ane

resistance to beam warping displacements.

(k) Ä11 moi1e1 diaphragns were not infinitely rigid

in their own plane.

(1) At a1""- ends of the models, the diaphragns were

not physically 'hinged' to the constituent beam

elements as is ideally assumed in the folded

she1l analysis.

(rn) Snall errors were induced during the pLocessing

of experimental results rvhen it v¡as assuned

that .strain gradients in the circurnferential

direction were negligible contpared rvith strain

gradients in other directions.

(n) Infinite series associat,ed with the folded she11

analysis were truncated. after a finite number

of terms had been considered.

Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult,
inpossible, to cleternine the ilagnitudes of the erl'ors

í.f not

induced
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by all of the various callses listed above. However, in order

to obtain at least sonte estimate of the net absolute accuracy

which could be expected from the strain gauge techniques used,

a model plane frame was constructed having the same shape as

the cross sections of the two folded she11 rnodels. Each frarne

member was nachined fto* f," Vybak, and aIT joints were welcled

with Prothoplast Subiton. The met.hod of supporting 1-he model

is indic ated in the pictorial sketch of Figure 5.1, together rvith

the location of a suspended knife-edge 1oad. The load and

support conditions were chosen so that rnost of the inducecl actual.-

surface lateral strains rn¡ould be of the same order of rnagnitude

as those tneasured duri ng the f olded she1l nodel tests . Orciinary

strain gauges orientated to measure these l-ateral strains were

positioned as shown in Figure 5.2, and the load test.was con-

ductecl according to the same general procedure as described in

Section 4.5.5 for the folded she1l nodels. A value of Young's

nodulus CE) was then determined fron the two statical-1-y deter-

rni-nate members of the loaded plane frame. Based on this value

and on the rneasured mean thicknes-ses of each frame member, the

complete redundant frame was analysed in detail by the well

known ' STRESS' structural analysis progran system G20 '12L) .

(This analysis hras chosen because al1 secondary effects due to

shear deformation and axial shortening of members are automat-

ically included). From the bending moments and axial forces

thus obtained, the theoretical actual-surface strains which

coïresponded to the rneasured valucs were calculated. It r{as
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subsequently found that absolute <liscrepancies of approxinatell'

50 nicrostrain occurred at four of the instrumented locatiorì.s,

whereas at the other sixteen locations, agreement between the

theoretical and experirnental strain values was much closer.

The rnaximum discreparrcy of 58 nicrostnain was 4% of the naxinurn

predicted strain which occurred anywhere on the ins'!rumented

surfaces of the members compri.sing the two closed cells of

the frame.

Although the list of possible causes of

discrepancy given at the beginning of this section refers spec-

ifically to the folded shel.l models, the first eight conments,

[a) - Qr) , could also be considered to apply to the plane frame

nodel. Therefore, the conclusion to be drarvn from the sirnple

plane frarne test is that absolute discrepancies even greater than

50 microstrain night be expected at a few of the strain gauge

locations on the folded shell. nodels. Ï/hilst tt is emphasized

here that this conclusion is f.ar f rom categori cal, detailecl

exanination of Figures 4.2L-4.34 reveals that occasional discrep-

ancies of this order were in fact obtained

5.5 Model Structural Action

5 " 3. 1 Lateral and circumferential- rofiles of to
all e ver ]-Ca ect t- ons I ure s

(a) Influence of diaPhragn:

These profiles i.nclicate that the vertical

def lections of t.he diaphragrn structrtre are general ly less than
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those of the prirnary structure, thereby suggesting that the

preserìce of the diaphragrn causes a slight increase in overall

structural bending stiffness. No significant changes occuT

in the shape of arLy of the plotted deflection trrrofiles, although

some asymmetry can be detected in the circumferential profiles

for the diaphragm structure (Figure 4.1-8).

(b) General response:

For each of the four load cases, the Lateta:.

profiles of Figures 4.15 and 4,1.6 show clearly the significant

lateral distortion of the top flange on both models, particularly

when the load is placed above joint 6. As expected, the

largest deflections occur at the outer radius of the flange when

the load is above joint 2,

In lft" circumferential profiles. of Figures

4.t7 and 4.18, there is evidence of severe 1ocal bending dis-

tortion of the top flange when the load is above the centre of

plate (S). Large variations in the values of circumferential.

bending strain would occur in this area

5.3.2 Circumferential rofil-es of to f1 e CI
sur ace c]-rcum erentl a S TA ns 1 UTCS

an

(a)

nodels indicates

over only a very

ph::agm has 1itt1e

Influence of diaphragn:

Cornparison of these profiles for the two

that the influen.ce of the diaphragn extends

short length of the beam. Althor-rgh the dia-

effect on the shape of the strain profiles
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tion are apparent at the
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separate 1oac1 case, poirlts of inf 1ec-

actual cliaphragrn location (45").

(b) General response:

With the load above the centre of plate (3),

a comparatively large value of compressive strain is incluced on

the top surface of each node1, due to severe 1ocal bending dis-

tortion similar to that illustrated in Figures 4.L7 and 4'18'

The large strain value thus corresponds to a large local value

of circurnferential curvature.

5.3.3 LaLeraI rofiles of actual-surface Tatetal.,
c]-rcum eren LA an S ear strarns

(a) Influence of diaPhragn:

¡., .orrf¿ perha-ps be decluced from the results

shorvn in Figures 4.Lg and 4.20, only very smal1 differences

exist between all of the corresponding strain profiles for the

primary and diaphragrn structures at the instrumented 25o cross

sections. Even the sensitive shear strain profiles fail to

expose any significant differences. It nay be of j.nterest to

note, however, that for each of the four load cases, detailed

exarrrination of Figures 4.25-4.28 reveals that the mean lateral

gradient of the circumferential straín distribution across the

botton flange actually increases in nagnitude due to the in-

fluence of the diaPhragn.

For the diaphragrn structure on1y, since the

load is at :j0o the rlif f erences between the actual - surf ace

ures 4
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circumferential strain results at the 359 cross section (Fig-

ures 4,33 and 4.34) ancl the corresponding strain results at

the 25o cross section (Figures 4.25-4.28) are due so1e1y to the

presence of the diaphragm at 45o. The differences are obviously

very snal1, and this fact provides further proof that the in-
fluence of the diaphragm extends for only a very short length

along the beam.

(b) General response:

For each of the four load cases, the lateral
bending strains shown in Figures 4.21,-4.24 are a manifestation

of the complex distortional actions which occur at the 25o cross

sections of both model-s. As the load is moved radialLy out-

wards, so the lateral bending distortion of the cross section is

recluced until finally,'- with the load above j oint Z , the d,istor-

tion is al a minimum.

The profiles of circumferential strain at the

25o cross sections for both models (Figures 4.25-4.28) and at

the 35o cross section for the diaphragm nodel only (Figures 4.33

and 4.34) illustrate the essential beam-like action of the

folded she11 structures, although superirnposed loca1 bending

effects are clearly evident when the load is above the centre of

plate (3). The rnagnitudes of the nean strain gradients across

the top and bottom flanges are at a nininurn when the load is

above joint 2, and this result is consistent with the simultan-

eous condition of minimum cross sectional distortion. Perhaps

the rnost striking feature of all t-lie circumferential strain
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results is that no strain value is aS large as some of the

Iateral strains inducecl at the 250 cross sectiorr with the 10ad

above j oint 6 (Figure 4 .21'). This f act ernphas izes the need f or

careful consideration of cross sectional distortion when des-

igning any box beam member, because, as detailed in section 6,

the stresses induced by lateral bending can combine with the

normal circumferential bending stresses and the surface shear

streSSeS to produce potenti aLIy dangerous stress cOnditions

which would not otherrvise be recognised by conventional analysis

As expectecl, the actual-surface shear strain

profiles of Figures 4.29-4.32 reveal that the largest shear

strains occur in those elernents of the cross section which aTe

closest to the load.

5.4 Sumnary

Experirnental results obtained- from a number of

different load configurations confirin the validity of the folded

she1l nethod for preclicting the true structural response of the

two Vybak models. It is eviclent that induced structural effects

caused by the addition of the moveable diaphragm were extrenely

local , and thus the overall structural performance l^/as largely

unaffectecl. The results obtained for lateral and circumferen-

tial strains on both nodels ernphasize the fact t]nat there is

always a vital need for adequate consideration of cross sectional

distortion wh.en designing box beam structures '
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6. CONCLUSION

The nìaj or pa.rt of thi.s dissertation is concerned with the

presentation of the basic theory for folded she11 atralysis of

contj-nuous box beams with sintpll'-supported ends, constant

curvatures in p1.an, and non-varying cross sections. Effects

caused by the action of any a<lditional. interior: trairsverse

stiffening diaphragrns are colr.siclered. The theory is clerived

from classical equations of elasticity which describe the det-

ailecl structural behaviour of thin cylindrical-, flat p1ate, and

conical she11 elenents rigidly connected al ong their curved

(circumferenti-a1) eciges. Fourier series expatlsions in the cir-

cu.rnferential clirection facilitate the soluticn of these equatiolls,

and direct natrix algebra is usecl extensivel.y in fornula-ting

the net response of the conìplete structure. Due to the con-

plexitl' of the calculations, a large-capacity high-speed cligital

conputer is essential to perform the analysis, and a general

conputer progran known as FOLSHEL has therefore been written to

accor\rnodate a wide variety of folcled she11 structures sub j ect.ed

to most of the comtnon load confj.gurations encountered in normal

civil engineering bridge design practice. In order to check

the valið,ity of results producecl by this program, a number of

independent tests hlere devisecl.

(a) 'Iwo s ingle - span models we1'e cons tructed and then

subjected to various load conditions. The expei'i-

ment-.a1 results for deflections and strains obtained

from these test.s we1'e found to a.gree veÏy well with
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the theoretical predictions. Although the nodels

were essentiaLly sinil-ar, one nodel incorporated an

internal transverse diaphragm at quarter span.

By specifying a very large mean radius and a corres-

pondingly snal1 subtended angle at the axis of

rotation, a curved folded .she11 structure can closely

approxirnate a straight folded plate structure. For

a ntìmber of continuous straight box beams, results

thus'obtained from the FOLSHEL program r,rlere compared

with those obtained from the general prograni known as

MUPDI 
(104 

' 
105) for the analysis of folcled p1.ate

structures. Excellent agreement was noted in all

cases. (The folded plate solution is, of course,

much nore direct- for thris type of structure).

Simple isolated static checks of equilibriun and coln-

patibility vrere applie d at selected points along each

analysed structure, and these checks always confirmed

th.e internal consistency of the folded she11 solutions.

From the results of all of these tests, it is concluded

that the folded shel1 nethod does give reliable predictions of

the true elastic structural behaviour of continuous box beams

curved in plan. However, there are three nain areas where

further developrnent and research would be of benefi-t in inproving

the current version of the FOLSHEL program.
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Although large amounts of computing tine would be

required, the conveïgence properties of the various

infinite solutions incorporated in the analysis could

perhaps be investigated. In particular, since the

cost of running the program is approximately propor-

tional to the number of terrns taken for the infinite

Fourier series expansions, it would be useful to knoru

in advance the nini-mum nunber of harnonics that a1.e

necessary for the adequate solution of each problem.

In the FOLSHEL progïam, most comlnolL load configu::ations

can be specified by the useï, including a simple form

of frictionless circumferential post-tension prestress

applied along the full length of afry selected. folded

shelf joint(i). Horvever, in its present form, the

pïograilt does not al1ow for the more realistic case of

draped prestress cable profiles which are arbítra.ri1y

positioned within arry she11 elernent(s). This

problern is one which warrants further detailed study,

since draped profiles aÏe often used in the construc-

tion of concrete curved box beam structures.

Throughout the whole of the folded she11 analysis es

presented herein, Do allowance is made for elastic

instability of arLy of the elements. The possible

onset of 1oca1 buckling nust always be a significant

factor for consideration during the desì-gn of any

box beam structure.
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The nost irnportant conclusion to be clrawn from the folded

she11 research described in this dissertation is that it is

unquestionably dangerous to assume that the design of any

curved [or straight) box beam can be based solely on estimates

of the circumfeïential (longitudinal) stresses caused by sirnple

beam action and on estj.mates of the l¿rteral stresses irr.duced by

local bending of the loaded top flange. Experinental ancl

theoretical results obtainerJ for each of the two nodels showed

conclusivety that under particular 1oac1 conditi.ons, some values

of lateral strain whicir existed on the surfaces of the various

box beam elenents wele nuch larger than any Values of .surface

cj.rcunferential strain whj-ch existe<l Furthernore, the

largest late::a1 strains. did not ll.ecessarily occul- on those

eleilents rvhich were closest to the 1oad. Although these facts

illustrate the irnportance of calculating the effects <iue to

latera.l d.istortion of box bearn cïoss sections, it is ernphas ízed

here that estinates of even both the circulltferential and lateraT

stresses at each chosen point on t.he structure may still be

insufficient bec.a.use it is the values of the princripal stresses

which should rea11y govern the design. In order to predict

these, the surface shear stress associated with the circumferen-

tial and lateral directions must first be calculated and combined

with the direct stresses by using the faniliar Mohr!s circl'e

considerations. Irrespective of which failure criterion j-s

then chosen for tJre naterials used, the principal stresses will

be suf f ic j.ent f cr checking th.e s tres -s s af ety of the s tr:ucture .
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At present, the folded she11 nethocl is one of the very ferv

analyses available which is ill Lact capable of accurately

predicting the principal stresses which exist. on the elements

of loaded conti.nuous curved box beams.
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APPENDIX A. Fourier Series

Fourier series expansions in the circunferential (0)

direction for the various loads associated with the folded she11

analysis are given in this appendix. In the first sectiou,

loads applied to joints are considered. Circumferential loads

are expressed by cosine half-ïange Fouriei series, whereas aIL

other joint loads are expressed by sine half-range Fourier series.

In the second. section, loads applied to shell surfaces are con-

sidered. Since none of these is a circumferential load, ilo

cosine half-range Fourier series arre required.

A. 1- Loads aPPlied to j oints

(a) Sine series
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If 60<<28, as is usually the case with joint loads induced by

internal diaphragm action (Section 3.2), then equation (4.1)
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Fi ure 4.2 Uniform load
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Fi re 4.6 Prestress load ost-
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A.2 Loads applied to she11 surfaces
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Figure 4.9 Uniforn liue load (totaT load 0)

For the cyl.indr:ical she11 element,
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For tlie conical she11 element,
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Due to the action of an internal diaphragm, each shell nay

be subj ected to in-p1ane (x directi.on) and normal (z direction)

loads XC, XD, ZC, ZO as described j-n Section 3.2 and sketched in

Figure 3.2, If the location of the di-aphragrn is 0 = E, and if

the angular thickness of the diaphragm is ôQ where ô0<<28, then

the Fourier series expansions for these Loads are as follows'
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For the conical she11 element:
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1- 2R

o=x ,l (e*+ve 
* 

) (surface lateral stress) .. (8.26)E

oo (e*+ve*)

txo
E

=_i

2 (1-+v) "xQ (surface shear stress) .. (8.28)
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(109 ,11_o)8.2 Flat plate elenent

N x Nø Ad*

N Axx

Nx þ
NxÉ

Nt,

Nø t'\ø,

É(")

Qø

x

*
a

x

a

+
z(w)

Fi re 8.2 Positive directions of stress resultants
or d p I ee ement

J
Let K

Then

Eh
K ( )' S) ""a ( )'1.7 18 tz (t-vz)

e = tllx . . (8. 2e)

. . (B.30)

. . (8. 51)

to

Y

u+v'
x

= D'-V + Vl
xQ

xx = wtt

x

. . (8. 52)
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. . (8.33)

. . (8.34)

. . (8.3s)

. . (8. 36)

. . (8.37)

. . (8. 38)

. . (8. 3e)

. . (8. 40)

. . (8.41)

. . (8.42)

^x0 x ax

QX

Qo

-Krs(w"'..S.-}-Tl
XX

X

N* = KfZ (e*+veq)

^0 
= KfZ (e*+ve*)

N*o = No* = z(fu- Y*o

M* =-K1g (X*+vXr¡

tO =-K1* (x**vx*)

M
xQ = -|'{

Qx
(1-v)K1sX*O
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8.5 Conical she1l element(1oB)

Nøt
N

A4øt
þ

/\øt

M xþ

Np

Qx

N*

ox

xþ
Nx

¡ttxcþ

x
NÉ

Ø(v)

aÉ

7-

Fi ure 8.3 Posit ive directions of stress resultants
or con1ca S e e emen

2Eh 3

,etF= x,Y=ãnr_L
1 ( )' d( )-Ay U

Then

no¿vn'=l
n=o

') ,
5(1-v )

Ê.
SYnßvn' Tt'

V=T
n=o

oo

,W=i and pn
v ,

n=o

e = l'rinßQ . . (B. ss)
X

0
e (u-p'u*l) sinß0 .. (8.s6)



Yxo ãb+tT [u-v+ (Y*1) v' ] cos ßo

1_ (y*t)W'lsinß0

r97 .

,. (8.s7)

.. (8.s8)

.. (B..se)

. . (8.6r.)

.. (8.62)

. . (8.63)

. . (8.64)

.. (8.6s)

.. (8.66)

.. (8.67)

XX + sinßp
t21a nr-

xo ) z r(- +. pzw)
a h, (l+1)

p tf C Cr.r)v'-v) + (hr- (y+1)l\I') lcosß0 . . (8.60)

3 3 [ (y* 1) 314¡" , * (y+ Z72y¡'

X*o

^'nr(y*t)z
F '- (pz*L) (y+1)w'0=

h 2

1.
a (y+1)

*rr'rn{(y+1) u' -'{, ulsinßo

t (y+1) 2w" *(y*1)tv' -p2w
3a

0

Nx

N
0

N

Fp
3h

')

1_
a (v*1)

2

1

(1-v)
t (y*1) 2v" lcos ß0

3F

= 5 (e*+ve*)
,t1

3F(L-v) 21i'-
(v*o . fra$rry x*0)

n"
(e*+ve*)

Nx þzn

Qx zh

3F (1-v)
2 Y*o
1

M* = f (Xx + vXQ)

Ma = F(y^ + vX-) .. tB.68)
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.. (8.6e)

. . (8.70)

.. (8.7L)

. . (8.7 2)

. . (8. 73)

. . (8.7 4)

. . (8. 7s)

. . (8. 76)

..(8.77)

.. (8.78)

. . (8.7e)

.. (8.80)
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oo
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tx

e
xQ

ox (e*+ve*)
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., -nt*tx

(e*+ve*)

T e
xQ x0- -

ex = rx * h1X*

tó*h1xo

"o
1 tx

e
xS

ox

o
0

E

1- u2

E

h-

_ Yxó* 12.$) hrxxo
-- n.

1+ rttx

(e*+uer)

åt 
(er+ve*)

eT
xQ z-elrÐ- xQ

. . (8.81)
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APPENDIX C. Assenbl of Various Matrices Re uired in the
o u 10n o a p e o rLlc uTe

An exampl.e of a sirnple 3-element box bean rvith a single

internal diaphragrn is chosen to illustrate the general inethods

for assembling the natrices KS, L1, LZ, E1, EZ required in t-he

folcled she11 solution of aîy diaphragm structure (Sections 3.3.4

and 3.4.2).

discussion.

Only the nth harmonic is considered in the ensuing

Ii rcr cr

(ìhi ck ne ss

3p<<z\

A pictorial sketch of the beam is shorvn in Figure c.1,

together with the arbitrarily selected joint and element identi-

fica.tion nurnbers. (Joint numbe::s are representecl by plain

integers whereas elenent nurnbers are represented by bracketed

integers).

Tnte r,ral

)

x

3

a)
-e3

Q,

e'

Ë

2

->1
\

\
\

Figure C.1 3-element diaphragn structure
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The arrow drawn on each element indicates the positive direction

of the x-axis (nernber coordinate systen) and hence also the

direction from curvecl joint A to curved joint B (Section 3'3'1)'

During the assembly of the various matrices of interest in this

appendix, a systen of subscripts is used which is critically

d.ependent upon the correct identification of joints A and B for

each element. This systern is therefore clearly summarized in

Table C.1"

1-

l_

2

3

z

3

(1)

(2)

(3) . -

BAJoint
E lernent

Table C.1 KeY to joint subscriPts

C.1 Assembly of structural stiffness rnatrix Kt

For each element, the (8 x 8) stiffness matrix

(referre¿ to ifr" global coordinate systern) can be partitioned

accorcling to equation (76). Hence, iot the complete structure,

the relationship between the joint loacls (g1oba1 coordinates)

and the corresponding joint displacentent conponents (global

coordinates) is given by the equation



+k k

20r.

ôP1 k

Pg

P2 k

11 11 1,2
k

k

L3 (1)

(3)

+k

L(1) (2 (2)

21 23 2
ô

6s

(2)

k k
333L (1) 32

33
(3) (1) (3)

(1.2xI) (tZxLZ) (Izx7)

(c. 1)

where the bracketed numbers indicate reference to individual

shel1 elénents. Table C.1 is used to obtain the joint subscripts.

Thus, for example k-r., - - represents krO for elernent(2) . Equa-

tion (c.1) is ^,^täÍÍà""u 
forn of equation (77), and the

(I?rLZ) symmetrical matrix is thus the assernbled structural

stiffness matrix KS.

C.2 Assembly of diaphragn j-nteraction rnatrix Lt

k

Figure C.2 indicates the nature

diaphragnr redundants (Section 3.2) which act on

cross section at the angular location 0 = E.

of the assumed

the box beam
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Y,

z

X D(,) X
y,

z

ua)z

xoc.)

x1

zL

Fisure C.2 Assumed diaphragm redundants

The resultants of the triangula-rly distributed redundants act at

the one-third points across each element and are referred to the

appropriate member cooidinate system, whereas all joint redundants

are referred to the g1-oba1 coordinate systern. Hence the dia-

phragrn redundant natrix PO (Section 3.4.2) can be written



P
D

(21x1)

X
C

z
C

xl

L
D

(1)

(1)

(1)

xc

Z
C

xo

L
D

xc

xr

z
D

(1)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

,, 
çr,

X

L

Y

1

1

1

X

7

Y

2

2

a
L

X-
J

7
J

Y-
J

203.

(c. 2)
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Therefore, in accordance with equation (101-), the diaphragm

interaction matrix L, must be assenbled as follows.

0

(4xtz)

0

(4xL2)

0

(4x1,2)

a1

0

0

0

A1

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

(4x3)

0

(4x 3)

0

(4x3)

A1

Lt
(c. 3)

(12x2L)

0

(4x3)

0

(4x 3)

00
00
qso
0q3

9,3

0

0

0

where

C.3 Assembly of diaphragrn interaction natrix L,

I For each element, the fixed-edge stress resultants

induced by the action of the, trianguJ.ar1-y distributed diaphragrn

redundants can be expressed as the sum of a complernentary solution

and a particular solution. Thus, with the established notation

(Sections 3.3.1. and 3.3.2),

eL,z,3 = *tri:rodsin#st"S#

0

0

0

\20
0 q,2

9,2 0

0

0

00

(4x3)
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Pl,t = lI C + ll+ Pll (c.4)

(8x1) (Bx8) (Bx1) (8x21-) (?LxL)

where the subscript M is included. to emphasize that these fixed-

edge stress resultants are referre<l to the nember coordinate

system. Matrix HO can be deduced from the particular solutions

derived in Secti-on 3.4.L. Sinilarly, the equation which des:

cribes the fi.xed-edge boundary conditions can be written

G

(8xB)

where the

solutions

equation

(8x1) (sx21-)

matrix G
3

derived

(C.s) that

C+ D
'D

( 21x 1)

0

( 8x1)

G.
5

(c. s)

(c. 6)

(c. 7)

can also be deduced fron the particular

in 'Section 3.4.7. It is evident front

C -G -1.
G P

3 D

and hence equation (C.4) becomes

-1_HG G l.PP tuM ll

However, the product H.G

of the elenent referred

5. 5. 1-) , and so

1-
^M

equal to the stiffness matrix k*

rnember coordinate sys tem (Section

3 D

-1
r-s

to the

D
GPM= lPILI 4 3

(C. B)
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By using the transpose of the element transformation matrjx A

(Section 3.3.3), the fixed-edge stress resultants can be referred

to the global coordinate systen, Hence

P IH 4
(c. e)A ku Gsl Pn

where the subscript G denotes reference to the global coordinate

system. After calculating the above products, this equation

nay be partitioned as shorvn in equation (C.10)

*A

T
G

P
D

(c. 1o)

(8x1) (8x21) (21x1)

where A and B are the two curved edges of the element. If the

matrices *A and *B are calculated for all three elements of the

complete structure, then j.n accordance with equation (1-01-) , the

diaphragm interaction matrix L, must be assemblecl as fo1lows.

"B

*1 +*1
(1) (2)

Lz

(I?x21)

+RzK2 (c. 11)(2) ( 3)

Ro
J

Ro.J
( 3) ( 1)

+

where again the j oint

the bracketed numbers

subscripts are obtained frorn Table C.1, and

indicate reference to individual she1l
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(c. 1.4)

(c.1s)

1

t;r
Gr G

¡1 Itl

t ro l^Èu I

M

c-1 A
H]

G

where the subscript G denotes reference to the globa1 coordi-nate

system. After calculating the above products, the matrices in

this equation rnay be partitioned as shown in equation (C.1-5).

t'J
G

(ax1) (4x8) (8x1)

If the matrices E¡ and çB are calculated for all three elements

of the complete structure, then in accordance with equation (101),

the matrix E, must be assembled as follows



ÇL
(1

Ç
l_ (2)

0
( 4x4)

0
( 5xa)

0
(3x 4)

0
(4x4))

tt 
(r)

(3)

0
(3x4)

. nIIEsr-n -
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(c. 16)

0
(4x4)

Et
(2tx72)

where

Ç3

0
(3x4)

o¿

J

0
(3x4)

J

J

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

and once again Table C.1

0

ís used to obtain the appropriate joint subscripts. Bracketed

numbers denote reference to individual she1l elements.

C.5 Assembly of natri* EZ, a direct contribution
to trle dr aphragrn flexrb r 1r ty matrrx FD

For each element under fixed-edge conditi-ons,

the anplitudes of the displacement components at the one-third

points C and D induced by the action of tri.angularly distriburted

diaptrragn redundants can be rvritten

J

0
(5x4)

(3)2e

(2)
ez



C+G P
D

elements

equation

zr0.

(c.17)

(c. 1e)

of the

(106), the

4

M

(ax1) (4x8) (8x1) (4x21) (z!xL)

where again the subscript M is used to denote reference to the

member coordinate system. Matrix G+ can be calculated directly
fron the particular solutions derived in Section 3.4.t. The

fixed-edge boundary conditions ate expressed by equation (C.5) ,

and so ecluation (C. 17) becomes

-1 (c.18)GI G G l P
D3

This equation may be written as

ûPu

(4x1) (4x21-) (21x1)

If the natrix rf is calculated for all three

cornplete structure, then in accordance with

matrix E, rnust be assernbled as follows.



a (r)

þ (r)

ü (r)

0

(9x21)

. mIIEsl-n r
o¿

27L.

(c. 20)E
"z

(2Lx21,)

where the bracketed numbers again indicate reference to

individual she1l elements.
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APPENDIX D. Cornments on Program FOLSHEL

The degree of generality which has been achieved with the

FOLSHEL program is perhaps best illustrated by stating the

form of the required input data. A description of this i.s

given, fo11owecl by a florn¡-chart outline of the programmed folded

she11 solution method. FinaLLy, brief comments are rnade con-

cerning computer tirnes and storage requirernents for some of tire

problems analysed during this research project. A detailed

list of the butput quantities which are calculated by the program

at arly specified locations on each folded she11 structure is

given in Appendix B.

D.1- Form of input data

lst card:

Znd c.ard:

Title of problem

(a) Angle subtencled by shell assenbly = ALPHA

(b) Number of elements = NEL

(c) Nunì¡er of joints = NJT

(d) Nunber of di-aphragms (ì.nterna1) = NDIAPIJ

(Note: All diaphragms are assumed to be the
same shape when viewed in the
(r -dire ction)

(e) Number of Q-coordinates at which results ate
desired = NPHIP

(f) Maxirnurn Fourier series linit = MHARM

(g) Check on odd or even harmonics = NCHECK

(Note: +1 for odd terns only (synmetrical)
0 for all terms
-1, for even terms only (anti-symmetrical))

(h) Number of. f1-at plate elenents = NFP



3rd card:

Next cards:

Next cards:

(i)
(i)
(k)

(1)

(n)

(n)

0ne

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Q - c.oordinates at which ::esults are des ired =

PHrP (r)
(Note: Use nore cards if necessary)

One card for each diaphragn (No carcls required
if NDIAPI{ = 0)

(a) Diaphragm iilentification number = I
(Note: Input all unmoveable diaphragns

first, if any)

Cb) Q-coordinate at which diaphragm "*ittt =

DIAPFII ( I)
(c) Diaphragrn anguJar thickness = DIADEL(I)

213.

Number of cylindrical shell elements = NCYLSHL

Nurnber of conical shell elements = NCONSHL

Nunber of moveable diaphragns (if any) =
NMDIAPH

Number of elernents internally connected to
diaphragrns (if any) = NICEL

Number of joints connected to diaphragns
(if any) = NEC

Identification number of the first joint
connected to each diaphragn (if any) = JSTART

(Note: All joints connected to diaphragns
nust. be nun'bered collsecutively)

card for each element
Elenent identification number - I
.Joint A = JA(I)
Joint B = JB(I)
Type of she11 element = KSHL(I)
(lttrot.e: 1 for lLat plate

2 for cylindrical she11
5 for upright cone
4 for inverted cone)

Number of desired evenly-spaced 1-atetaL
locations for calculation of output quanti-
ties = NSEC(I)
(Note: Lateral width of each element is thus- divided into NSEC(I)-L equal parts)

(e)
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Next card:

Next cards:

Next cards:

(f) Dead load (force/unit surface area of elernent)
= DL(I)

(g) Unifonn hori zontaL load (force /unit vertical
pro j ected area) = FIL (I)

(h) Unif orm vertical load (force /unit hori zon.tal
projected area) = VL(I)

(i) Thickness of elenent = TH(I)
(j) Young's nodulus = YM(I)
(k) Poissonrs ratio = PR(I)

Number of partial uniform surface loads = NSURL

One card for each partial uniforn surface load
(no cards requi::ed if NSURL
partial load rnay exist on an elenent, but each
one requires a separate card)
(a) Element identification number = LEL

(b) Horizonta1- 1oad, force/unít vertical pro
area (for:ce/unit vertical. pro j ected l.eng
if line load is applied) = SURFIL (LEL)

(c) Vertical 1oad, force/unit horizontai projectecl
area. (force /unit horizonlaL projected, length
if line load is applied) = SURVL(LEL)

(d) Angular location of start of partial load
from left support (Ö=0) = SURPHI (LEL)

(e) Angular width of p artial load (= 0 for line
load) = SURDEL (LEL)

(l,trote: If SURDEL -/= 0, input SURHL and SURVL
as force/unit area;

. If SURDEL = 0, input SURHL and SURVL
as force/urrit length)

One card for each j oint
(a) Joint identificatiol number = I
(b) Appli-ed uniform horizontal joint force (fotce/

unit length) = AJFOR(1,I)
(c) Applied uniform vertical joint force (force/

unit length) - AJFOR (Z,I)
(d) Applied uniform joint moment (moment/unit

length) = AJFOR(3,I)
(post-tension

j ected
th

(e) Applied longitudinal joint force
prestress) = AJFOR(1,I)
(Note: For prestress P at each e

total force at one end fo
nd, input
r AJI'-OR,



One card for each
cards required if

2r5.

artial uniform joint load, (No
CONL = 0. More than one

tf) x*coordinate (g1obal) of joint = XC(I)

Cg) z-coordinate (global) of joint = ZC(I)

Nunber of partial uniform joint loacls = NCONLNext card:

Next cards: p
N

partial load nay exist on a joint, but each orìe
requires a separate card)
(a) Joint identification rrumber = LJT
(b) Total horizontal force = CONIIL(LJT)

(c) Total vertical force = CONVL (LJT)
(d) Total noment = CONM(IJT)
(e) Total longitudinal force P, positive in

Q-direction = CONS(LJT)

(Note: P must be balanced by -P somewhere
along the same joint)

(f) Angular location of start of partial load
fron left support (0=0) = CONPHI (LJT)

(g) Angular width of partial Ioad (=0 for
conceltrated load) = CONDEL(LJT)
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D.7 Flow-chart outline of calculation procedure

N EXT t.,l^ I(f'10l.t lc

Cal cul ate
P- causedJ^surtace I

eq
by

oad

uivalent
exte rnal

S

jo
Iy

int l.oad matrix
applied joint and

Assenble structural stiffness ntatrix K
S

Last elenent?

Execute element calculations

Calculate geometrical
equival.ent degenerate

properties of
conical she1l

\ rZ ,3 r4 ,5?ß

Is this a f:.at plate element?

tr¿r.nsformation matri.ces fol
ht conical she1lsri-all

Ca1 culate

Calculate transformation matrices for
all. elenents except upright conical
she1ls

Assemble equilibrium matrix B for all
moveable diaphragms. (It is assumed
that all diaphragns have identical
shape when viewed in Q-directi.on)

NI{DIAPH = 0 ?

Read and print input data
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ÊXf E LE ¡{È NT

Print aLL results

Last harmonic?

Last element?

By using the amplitudes calculated
for this harrnonic, accumulate the
absolute values of displacement
components, stress resultants,
stresses, and strains at aIL de-
sired locations on thís element.
The contributions for this harmonic
include superirnposed values due
sole1y to edge displacements, and
in addition, those due to the action
of distributed external and dia-
phragrn surface loads with the element
under fixed-edge conditions

d

D.3 Cornputing time and. storage requirements

In order to analyse the two folcled shel1 models

with the load positioned above the centre of plate (5), the

following computing times lrlere necessary on the C.D.C. 6400.

(This particular load case i.s chosen to illustrate conputing

tines, because it always required the targest amount of cal cu-

lation) .

(a) Prirnary Structure

For 11 non- zero Fourier terms (MHARll=21; NCFIECK=+1),

Central Processing

Peripheral Processing

time=4nin.0sec.
time .- 7 min.30 sec.

(c.P.)

(P.P.)



For 2L non- zero Fourier terms

C. P.

P. P.

2L9.

(MHARM=41 ; NCHECK=+1.),

ti.me=6min.0sec.
tineå9nin.4.0sec.

(b) Diaphraqm Structure

For 21, non- zero Fourier terms

C. P.

P. P.

For 4l- non;zero Fourier terrns

C.P.

P.P.

(MHARM=21; NCHECK=O),

time* 9nin.0sec.
tilre + 27 min.10 sec.

(MI-lARlr{=41 ; NCHECK=0),

tine + 15 nin.40 sec.

tine = 34 min.40 sec.

For each structure, since arl extra joint had to be assumed at

the lateral location ót tft" knife -eðge load, there lvere thus 9

folded shell joints in a!!, and 10 folded shell elernents. Final

results were evaluated at L3 cross sections along the beam, anrl

at 3, 4, or 5 sections across each e1ement., For the diaphragm

structure, the number of redundants (excluding the three rigid

body in-p1ane displacenent components of the noveable diaphragm)

was 53.

The amount of central memory computer storage

required to load and execute the progran is largely dependent

upon the number of diaphragm redundants and the number of

selected locations at which output results are desired. For

eveïy run of the FOLSHEL pïogram, the maximum a1lowab1e field

length of 140i( locations was specified. By using all of
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this storage, it was possible to analyse a structure with up

to 1-45 diaphragn redundants and to evaluate the final results

at up to 585 different locations on the component elements.

Since the total amount of calculation is also largely dependent

upon the number of diaphragrn redundants, it follows that the

solution of a problem of this síze would require much more

conputing tine than the examples quoted above.
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APPENDIX E. Adjustrnent of Experimental Rosette Strain Gauge
Rãádlffinïfe Gáusé EcCèntri ci ty

A sketch of the type of quaclruple-gauge rectangular strain
rosette used throughout the experimental investigations is given

in Figure 4.9(b). When each rosette was positioned on the su-r:-

face of arry folded shell element, it was always orientated as

shown in Figure E.1, where the gauges marked 0o,45o,90o, 1550

in Figure 4.9(b) are now identified as gauges L,2,3,4 respec-

tive 1y.

x ¡ R^\

6

4

2450

5

I

x

s

Fi ure E.1 Orientation of rosette with res ec.t to
x-ax SO mem eï cooï na e sys eln

Inspection of Figure E.L indicates clearly that gauge l- is

the only one which measured strain at the centre of the rosette.

The other three gauges were eccentric by the sane dj.stance ô.

(For the rosettes used in the experiments, ô was approxirnately
1tr

ä ) . Therefore, in regions of high strain graclients, the

strains recorded by gauges 2, 3; 4 could not be assumed to
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occur at the rosette centre. However, appropriate adjustments

were rnade based on prior knorvledge of the strain gradients in
this area obtained fron the folded she11 theoretical calculations.
With respect to the mernber Q-direction, there were two possibl-e

orientations to be considered:

(a) gqugq 4 aLigned with the posi.tj.ve 0-direction
Let the true strains which existed at the

rosette centre a.nd which corresponded to the directions of the

four cornponent gauges be 
"rO ,

rneasured s trains be 
"1 , " Z, "s

, "rO, "40. Let the actual

4 respectively. Frorn the
"ro
,e

geonetry of Figure E.1, it follows that

= e- + ô I5 lz t

ãe-
5o

"to
+

0

(E. 1)

(8.2)

âx-

Let the theoretical predicted values of direct strain (at the

rosette centre) corresponding to the x and Q-directions be "*
and er respectively, and 1et the corresponding theoretical value9'
of shear strain be "*0. Then consideration of Mohr's circle
for strain reveals that

2e- = e + e, +e50x9xQ

Hence equation (E. 1) can be written

ðex ðexe- = e- + -!-f'5.þ.5E.-50 -5 Zlzlàx âx Ðx
0 0

âe

ð0
0

(8. 3a)
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The analogous equations for the other gauges aTe much sirnpler.

"to ="1 (E.3b)

(8. 3c)

(8. 3d)

e2
"0

= tz
âex
ãxÒ

ô
"oo

= t4

The corrections to be applied to the experinental reaclings in

order to a1low for gauge eccentricity can thus be calculated

from equations (E.3a-d).

(b) sause 4 aligned with the negative 0-direction
For this orientation, the results can be

deduced directly frorn equations (E.3a-d) by reversing the signs

of all gradients in the Q-direction
Since the folded shell analysis gave values

of e*, "0, 
exô (Appendix B) at a regular grid of points on each

element of the model box beams, j-t would have been tedious but

possible to calculate all required terms for the above correctj-ons.

However, the a-mount of necessary calculation was considerably

reduced by c.hecking that at the instrumented locations, all strain

gradients in the Q-direction were generally smal1 compared with

the strain gradients in the x-direction. Under these conditions



))^

the orientation of each rosette rvith respect to the nenber

Q-direction had no influence on the col:rections to be calculated.
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